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Attempts to Cut Gap

Father J. J. Bluett Dies
From Smoke Inhalation;
Damage to Room Limited

by Jack Fansmith
Tuesday evening, October 19, will mark the first meeting of The University President's Student Advisory Board.
This Board, which developed from a proposal set forth by
the Student Council's Research and Advisory Board, is an
attempt to bridge the communication gap between university officials and the student body.

by John McNally
The Rev. J. Joseph Bluett,
S.J., died early on the morning of OCtober 14 as a result
of smoke inhalation in a fire
in his room in the Jesuit residence, the Mulledy Building.

As a result, The University
President's Student Advisory
Board will be broadly representative, consisting of the
University President, Father
Campbell, and ten members

Fr. Bluett, who in the words of 2nd
Battalion Chief F. A. Berry "didn't
appear to be burned," expired in
the Georgetown Hospital after repeated attempts to revive him had
failed. The lack of extensive fire
damage to Father's room was offset by the "unbelievably thick
smoke" which covered his room
the third and fourth floors of
Mulledy and later poured into third
Ryan. The cause was reported to
be a smoldering cigarette.
The fire was first discovered by
the Rev. Joseph Songster, S.J., who
awoke Rev. William Schweder who
lived directly across the hall from
Fr. Bluett. Fr. Schweder and Brother Barth made repeated attempts
to enter the smoking room but each
time were driven back by the extremely thick smoke. Rev. Joseph
Durkin, S.J., joined the attempt to
find Fr. Bluett in his room while
Fr. Schweder awoke the other
Jesuits in the building. The fire
equipment arrived on campus at
approximately 1 :25 a.m. and the
firemen were able to enter the room
only with the help of oxygen masks.

Financial Survey

Reveals Checks
Bouncing at Bank
by Herb Viertl
Over one hundred checks
have "bounced" since the beginning of the Fall Semester.
This surprising fact was revealed in a recent HOYA interview with Mrs. Gallagher

of the student body.

The ten stUdent members comprising the Board will consist of
the Council Presidents of the East
Campus, Healy Area and Nursing
Schools, the Editors of The HOY A
and the Courier, and five ?ppointed
at the student bank. She went on to members. These five members will
explain that most of these checks be appointed by the Council Preswere for tuition and payment was idents with the purpose of providing for a greater diversity of stumade eventually.
dent viewpoint.
$50 Limit
When asked about the bank
Three Fold Purpose
policy regarding the cashing of
checks, Mrs. Gallagher outlined the
The Board will also consist of a
rules with an explanation. The non-participating Secretary who is
bank does not cash checks exceed- to be appointed by the Council
ing the fifty dollar limit. Further- Presidents.
more, it will not cash checks drawn
In an interview with The HOYA,
on banks located in the Washington area. Only the student's per- Tom Brerton, the chairman of the
sonal check or that of his parents Student Council's Research and Adwill be honored. Mrs. Gallagher ex- visory Board, stated that the Uniplained that the bank aims to aid versity President's Student Advithose students who come from out sory Board would have a three-fold
of town and consequently, experi- purpose. The first, and most imence difficulty trying to cash portant of its purposes would be
to establish formal means of comchecks.
munciation between the university
administration and the leaders of
the student body. These formal
channels would be kept simple and
direct to aid in the discussion of
university-student problems.
The Board would also provide
for an increase in personal contact among its members.
To Handle Problems
When asked whether the University President's Student Advisory
Board would be able to handle
problems such as the decrease in
the maid service and the loss of
the Macke room, Tom Brerton replied that if a problem arose and
was settled during the summer, the
Board would have no effect. However, since most of the decisions
concerning such' services are under
CHECK-BOUNCERS
consideration during the school
Mrs. Gallagher explained fur- year, the Board would be effective
ther that some of these rules are in in the majority of cases.
effect solely for the purpose of selfAlthough all discussions which
protection against "rubbel'" checks. take place at Board meetings are
One regulation, rather strictly en- off the record, the Board may come
forced, is that students show their to an agreement with Father
LD. cards whenever they make Campbell concerning what may be
use of the bank facilities. When announced. Thus, the University
the bank is confronted with a check President's Student A d vis 0 r y
returned for lack of sufficient Board will provide a formal apfunds, the power to withhold paratus for the interchange of stugrades and transcripts is often em- dent and administration views on
ployed until payment is made.
common problems.
The rule which allows only one
withdrawal or deposit per day was
also discussed during the interview.
THIS WEEK
Mrs. Gallagher commented that the
bank staff was not large and that
Page
they must balance their records by
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-Frank Lamberta

Medical School Fire
Damages Laboratory
Early Saturday morning, a fire struck the Georgetown
Campus for the second time in three days, this time being
located in the Bio-Chem Lab on the fourth floor of the
Medical and Dental School building.
Although the cause of the fire was not immediately
determined, Battalion Chief Attaway of the District of Co.
lumbia Fire Department said
Thievery Wave Hits he believed the probable cause
was some electrical equipment
Frosh Quadrangle;
which had either malfunco
S
d tioned or had been left on
Synd lcate
uspecte
accidentally.
by Terry Fortune
Corporal Simon of the GeorgeThe freshmen dormitories town Campus Police reported he
was making his rounds on Kehoe
in the Quadrangle were Field about 12 :40 wheen he heard
wracked by a large number of a series of explosions and saw a
thefts in the first two weeks red glow on the fourth floor of
Medical and Dental building.
of the school year. Since then the
By the time he was able to reach
no thefts have occured, but a the building, however, the main
general air of apprehension and
suspicion pervades the atmosphere
in the dorms.
Thefts Investigated
T!lere were approximately twelve
thefts totaling $150-200 which led
Fr. Devine to term the thefts as
"surprising" and "unusually high".
Though each theft was investigated
by the prefects and the S.P.O., no
arrests or detentions have resulted.
Organization
All the incidents fall into a general pattern, and the concensus of
responsible officials is that they are
the work of one person, or a number of people working together.
These people are bold and fast, and
have apparently done this sort of
thing before.

switchboard had already been
notified and they in turn had called
the Fire Department.

They found Fr. Bluett on the floor
near the window and rushed him to
the University Hospital but it was
to no avail.
The first sign that there was fire
in the building occured when Pat
Brosnan, prefect on 3rd Ryan, was
awakened by what he called an
"acrid odor." Brosnan then made
several trips up and down the
stairway between the Jesuit cloister
and the Ryan Building, but because
of the heavy fire doors separating
the cloister, was unable to find the
source of the fire. When the doors
were opened from within the cloister, the heavy smoke poured forth
revealing the fire. Brosnan and Bill
Corcoran, the other prefect, then
sounded the fire alarm and led their
charges [rom the building, an
evacuation marked by "commendable conduct and smoothness."
Meanwhile, the rescue attempts
were going on down the hallway,
and the fire equipment was arriving on campus. Frs. Schweder and
Durkin, and Officer Brown of the
Campus Police were still attempt-

Familiar With Dorms
Dennis Whittlesey, prefect of
3rd Old North, made a general remark on the nature of the thefts.
Said Whittlesey, "The pattern indicates to me that the person or
persons responsible know their
way around the dorms, and may be
connected with the university in
some capacity, either as students
or employees." Whittlesey has a
personal interest in the matter,
since his own wallet, as well as
that of his fellow prefect, Michael
Murphy, was stolen on Sept. 19.

Help ArriYes
Both the Fire Department and
the Metropolitan Police arrived
at Georgetown shortly afterward,
with the Fire Department setting
up its equipment in the parking
lot near the building entrance
while the Police controlled the flow
of traffic along Reservoir Road.
Father Devine praised the speed
and efficiency with which the Fire
Department answered the alarm
and got the fire under control. He
credited them with confining the
fire to one corner of the lab and
extinguishing it before there was
any extensive damage.
One of the firemen told HOYA
reporters that when he got to the
scene, the fire was blazing and
some chemicals apparently were
burning.
Damage was fairly heavy in the
corner of the lab where the fire
originated, but was limited to that
corner and part of an adjoining
office. The fire had burned through
the door leading to the office, but
was put out before it had a chance
to spread much further. Likewise,
most of the workbenches in the
lab itself appeared to be undamaged.
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Institute Dean Answers
Student (iovt. Queries
At EC Council Meeting
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University Tax Status
Repels 'Wash' Prohlelll

The Walsh Area Student
Council convened M 0 n day
afternoon for a session of
much talk. Following a brief
invoca.tion and moment of
silent p ray e r for Father
Bluett, S.J., President Tom Kane
introduced Institute of Languages
and Linguistics Dean, Dr. Robert
Lado, who gave a brief talk and
answered several questions concerning his views on student government and the role of the Institute in the Georgetown community.

-Frank Lamberta

Campus D-Day Slated
For Non-Decaled Cars
No motor vehicles will be allowed on University
grounds without decals after D-day, Sunday, October 24,
Reverend T. Byron Collins, S.J., Chairman of the University traffic and parking committee, reported at last week's
meeting of the committee. D-day is the first day of a two
week 'trial period which will determine the future of the new
regulations.
On Decal Day these regulaFaculty Convenes
tions which were passed by
the traffic committee at their
To Give Various
second meeting will go into
Vicennial Medals
effect. Under the new system
by Gerard McCullough

The entire Georgetown
faculty and administration,
with their families and
guests, will attend the annual
Faculty Convocation on Saturday, October 23rd, in Gaston Hall. According to Dr. Frank
Evans, who is assisting the Academic Vice-President's office in
planning this year's event, the purpose of the Faculty Convocation is
"to honor those members of the
faculty and staff who have contributed twenty years of service to
the University." Gold Vicennial
Medals will be presented to fulltime faculty and staff members
who have qualified.
Faculty A wards
Part-time faculty members will
receive silver Vicennial Medals.
The term "vicennial" refers to a
period of twenty years. The medals
were first awarded in 1950 by the
Rev. Hunter Guthrie, S.J., then
President of the University. They
have been awarded regularly since
that time.
Campbell To Speak
The Convocation will also feature an academic procession of
University officers and a performance by the Glee Club. Rev. Gerard
Campbell, S.J., President of the
University, will deliver the only
address. Following the Convocation, Vicennial medalists, University administrators, full-time faculty members, and their families
and guests, will attend a reception
and buffet in McDonough Gymnasium.
Chance To Socialize
The reception will give widely
scattered members of the university community, whose normal communication is by telephone or memorandum, the opportunity to meet
each other and each other's families in a relaxed social atmosphere.
Dr. Evans pointed out that this
informal meeting of faculty and
administration on a Universitywide basis emphasizes the idea
that, "We are a University."

every parking area on campus will
be assigned to decaled cars only.
At the Thursday meeting the traffic
committee, which consists of fac(;ulty, non-faculty, students, and administration representitives, passed
a resolution calling for a $25 fine
for any cars parked on campus
without a decal.
Registration for vehicles that
lack decals will take place in the
Secu:rity Police Office in the basement of New South October 20,
21, and 22. Students who presently
have green decals with a K lot
authorization are properly registered.
Today's registration was
scheduled mainly for the benefit of
faculty members and University
staff members who do not have
stickers.
Three Dollar Fine
Decaled vehicles that park illegally will be fined $3. This fine
will be payable at the Treasurer's
office. If the fine is not paid within
seven days, it is doubled. Violators
have the right of appeal after they
have paid their fine. Appeal forms
will be available at the Security
office. The appeal board will consist of members of the present
University traffic committee.
For the two week trial period
student cars with decals will be
allowed to enter the 37th Street
entrance 24 hours a day, seven days
a week.
Student vehicles will be allowed
to park on the upper campus from
six p.m. Friday to seven p.m. on
Sunday. Parking will be allowed
in all lots except the Ryan Administration lots.
Green decal cars may use the
road to the Medical School past
the Reiss Science building as a
communicating road.
The Canal Road gate will continue to be locked at midnight.
The committee made the provision that cars without decals that
have a valid reason for being on
campus be given temporary visitor's passes.
Special parking privileges will
be extended to student organizations that need parking spaces
near their offices. The Student
Council and the Yard will distribute these passes.

Dean Lado asserted that he has
been interested in student activities ever since he has been at
Georgetown University-some six
years. According to Dr. Lado each
school, or for that matter, each
department, develops its own personality. As an example he traced
the history of the Institute from
its inception as part of the School
of Foreign Service in 1949, through
its independent establishment and
on to its present position. He
alleged that Rev. Edmund Walsh,
S.J. resented the clamorings of
the students of the School of Foreign Service to assert their place
in the reputation of Georgetown
University. Nonetheless the East
Campus Student Council was established. Dean Lado averred that
many Walsh Area students feel
that they do not possess all the
rights and privileges of the College. On the other hand he expressed doubt that the College
gentlemen did not feel much the
same way as regards the East
Campus.
Returning to the discussion of
the character of the Institute,
Dean Lado said that the students
of the Institute are different, that
as a group they are more academic,
as com par e d to students in
the School of Foreign Service.
Since some 33(/r of the Institute
students are interested in education, the Institute is offering a six
credit course in teaching. Changes
are being executed in matters of
comprehensives and minor requirements.
Dr. Lado alleged that the faculty
and administration should have
some say about who the members of the Institute Committee
are. "The moment student groups
develop a labor union psychology
something has gone amiss because labor unions originally represented groups that were denied
many advantages of other groups.
The students at Georgetown University are on the whole a privileged class." Dr. Lado went on
to say that he had not given much
thought to problems of student
council unity.
Several relevant
questions allowed Dean Lado to
explicate his remarks.
The remainder of the meeting
consisted of resolutions and reports
including the announcement that
the Alumni Association had given
$1000 toward Sports Week.

DEAN LADO

LACK OF LAUNDRY SERVICE ON CAMPUS . . . has driven
desperate Hoyas to Copley pond to wash their dirty laundry.

by Tom Link

The question of laundry service on campus has been
raised again, and is close to being decided by the University. Lustre Cleaners on Wisconsin A venue, whose bid was
lowest last year, is awaiting University permission to begin
the pick-Up and delivery service. At present there is no
pick-up and delivery on campus for the students. Two years
a.go there was, but due to an'
US Viet Nam Policy infraction of the "no soliciting of private enterprise on
Favored in Confab; campus" rule, it was disconStudents Give Flag tinued. In the past six months
there have been many atGeorgetown University stu- tempts to arrange for this service,
dents last Saturday partici- but for various reasons, not the
pated in a symposium and least of which was the summer
itself, not much took
rally supporting United States vacation
shape. Now once again an attempt
involvement in Viet Nam. The is being made to provide this
chief speaker was to be Sena- service. John Lee, who is trying
tor Thomas Dodd, who was unable
to attend, but had his speech read
by an administrative assistant, Mr.
David Martin. Senator Dodd stated
that anti-war demonstrators create
the impression that they speak for
a majority of U.S. intellectuals because "ten men who shout at the
top of their lungs attract far more
attention than a thousand who remain silent."
Participants March
Frank Keating, president of the
Georgetown student body, said the
symposium was "an answer to the
demonstrations, picket lines and
civil disobedience of those who
would have us withdraw from Viet
Nam."
Following the all-day session,
several hundred of the 600 participants marched down Massachusetts Avenue to the Vietnamese
Embassy, where they presented an
American flag to the people of
VietN am. An Embassy official
greeted the friendly demonstrators,
accepted the flag and invited them
inside the embassy to meet the Ambassador.
Ad Hoc Committee
The leaders of the Student Ad
Hoc Committee for Freedom in
VietNam, who had organized the
symposium, said that the students
came from 20 states, mainly in
the eastern section of the country.
The symposium was organized by a
steering committee which included
membership from the Young Americans for Freedom, the College of
Young Republicans, and the New
Jersey College of Young Democrats.
Nationally, the
College
Young Democrats were split in
supporting the pro-VietN am meeting.
The committee intends to continue to meet in an effort to consider and implement numerous
programs that will involve college
students in America's commitment
to VietNam.

to work out the arrangements for
it, pointed out that a series of discussions have taken place with
university representatives, including Father Devine, who has given
indications that he is in favor of
on-campus laundry service.

Lustre Wins
Bids were received from a number of laundries in the area. The
plan calls for Lustre Cleaners to
pick up the laundry and deliver it
several times a week, at what is
said to be a "reasonable" fee.
Lustre Cleaners provided the same
service two years ago.
Legal Complications
The objection which the University is currently voicing is that
this private enterprise on campus
might affect the tax status of the
University. Plans are now being
discussed with the
University
lawyers' so that it would not affect
the University in this way. When
it was mentioned that there are
several other private enterprises
on campus, such as the food service and the barber shop, a distinction was drawn by the University
representatives betweeen these and
the proposed laundry service.
Answer Expected
Although a final yes or no
answer was expected last week, it
was postponed so that there could
be further discussions with the
lawyers. A final answer is now
expected within the week.
At present there are several
places where clothes can be cleaned.
In the self-service category, there
is Mrs. Murphy's next store to the
'89, or next store to .Teehan's,
depending on your point of view.
There are also machines in the
basement of Harbin HalL Georgetown Cleaners and Tailors on 35th
Street, Georgetown Cleaners on
36th Street, and Lustre Cleaners
on Wisconsin also handle much of
Georgetown University's laundry.
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(ongress Peps Up
Grad Student Caught Mock
Philodemic Gathering;
In Univ. Library Theft Bad Boy King Exonerated
Expansion marks the program of the Georgetown University Philodemic Society as
outlined by President Carl J.
Morelli in a recent interview.
New activities are being
added to the Philodemic schedule
and an expanded program has been
planned with regard to old activities.
Weekly Meetings

STOLEN VOLUMES . . . The above books were taken from the
Riggs Memorial Library last year and had to be replaced.

A Georgetown graduate student, who expects to receive his Ph.D. in the near future, was caught stealing from
the University library recently. His case highlights recent
incidents involving theft and mutilation of library books and
periodicals.
Mr. Joseph E. Jeffs, the librarian, reported a number
of such cases in a HOYA interview last week. One stuMuller Beats Girl
dent, who was discovered
tearing
whole sections from
In Secretary Vote
each of six reference volumes,
Of Walsh Campus is scheduled to appear before
Dick Muller was elected secretary of the East Campus
Student Council in a spedal
election held last Wednesday.
Muller defeated Karen Coblin by a vote of 351 to 328.
Approximately forty-five percent
of the East Campus Student body
voted in the election.
Forced Departure
The office was left open by the
resignation of Kathy Kinder who
stepped down because oi illness.
The campaign began Friday, October 8 when each candidate submitted the required number of signatures on their petitions to the
election committee. Monday evenning, October 11, the two candidates made their campaign speeches
to a small crowd at the Hall of
Nations.
Experience and Freedom
Muller, a senior in the School of
Foreign Service, ran on a platform
of experience and freedom of expression for students and publications. He also stated that he
planned to support the many service programs, such as GUCAP,
and non-subsidized sports, such as
crew. As far as his duties were
,concerned, Mr. Muller went into
gl"eat detail to describe the representative, administrative, and executive aspects of the job. His
knowledge of the workings of the
Student Council, due to his three
years of experience working for
that body, was the main facet of
h~s campaign.
Gov. Breathitt
Miss Coblin, a senior in the Institute of Languages and Linguistics, had a long list of positions
which she thought qualified her for
the job. This list included working
as secretary for the Governor of
Kentucky, her home state, and being on the Institute Committee of
the Student Council. Her platform
was more compact and more general than her opponent's, but basically she and Mr. Muller were not
very far apart in their ideas. Miss
Coblin, however, mentioned that
she would try to do away with
"overlapping inefficiency through
effective organization."

the Discipline Board. He faces possible expulsion. Another student,
from a neighboring university, was
caught stealing a book from the
Science Library. The case has been
reported to officials of his University.
Stolen and Mutilated
According to Ml". Jeffs, hundreds
of library volumes are stolen or
mutilated each year. Thefts are
especially concentrated in the fields
of religion and theology. Student
thieves particularly value copies
of the Old and New Testament and
critical Biblical studies. Also high
on the list are journals, art books,
and encyclopedia volumes. One
student, over a period of three
months, systematically cut 75 articles from bound journals with a
razor blade. The cost of repairing
the journals was estimated at $500.
Mr. Jeffs emphasized that the
primary concern of library officials
was not the cost involved in replacing or repairing volumes. He
pointed out that the missing books
are frequently those which are
most in demand by students. Many
of these volumes are difficult to
replace, and thus the thefts cause
a great inconvenience to University students.

Lacli of Control
Lack of central control is considered the greatest detriment to
librarY security.
Exits in the
basement and on the first and second fioor make it impossible for
library officials to install an effective checking system.
It is
hoped that the new library will
remedy this situation. Another
possibility, now being considered
by library officials, is a "magnetized" check-out system. Under
this system, all books in the library would be magnetized. When
a student charged a book out, he
would have it de-magnetized by a
checker. If he failed to do this
and tried to leave the library, a
system of warning bells would be
set off. The system has already
been tried in other colleges, but
because of the cost and embarrassment involved, Georgetown is reluctant to install it. Mr. Jeffs
pointed out that the library depends
mostly on the integrity of the
student bodY.
"The nature of the persons doing the damage will not change,"
he concluded, "but the students
should ~e aware of the problem."

Traditional features inc 1 u d e
weekly meetings at which a resolution is debated and voted upon in a
type of "mock" Congress. For example, two weeks ago a resolution
condemning Martin Luther King
for his policy of civil disobedience
was debated and finally defeated.
This year the Philodemic will publish a newsletter to be sent both to
present members, and to debate
alumni from 1910 through 1964.

A GUITAR . . . is one of the many inno\'ations devised by Georgetown Jesuits to increase community participation at daily Mass.

Georgeto¥ln Jesuits

Enliven Their Mass
;;-

Shrum and Koeltl

by John Bellassai

Once again, the chief activity of
the Philodemic Society will be in
the field of intercollegiate debating. Last year, Georgetown's debate team of Robert Shrum and
John Koeltl placed third in the
National Finals. Although Shrum
has graduated, Koeltl has returned
and will be one of the prime factors in the Philodemic effort to
qualify for the National Finals at
West Point for the sixth straight
year.

In keeping with the new spirit of "aggiornamento" in
the Church, a number of priests here at Georgetown have
introduced new and different ideas in their Masses to encourage increased participation by the student body.
The first of these innovators is Rev. Paul Cioffi. His
whole idea is to give students a better understanding of the
People's part in the Mass and
of
their b rot her h 0 0 d in
John Carroll Dinner
Christ. "My b rot her s in
Held in Connecticut; Christ" is a phrase you will
Board Attends Affair hear constantly repeated if
you attend one of his Masses.
The Officers, Board of GovFirm Handshake
ernors, and Alumni Senate of
Rev. Cioffi has re-instituted an
the Georgetown University
Alumni Association held their old custom called "The Kiss of
Peace." Everyone in the congrel05th meeting last Friday gation turns to those around him,
and Saturday at the Strat- and, with a firm handshake, re-

G.U.I.D.T.

The Philodemic Society will again sponsor a number of activities
which are of interest and importance to colleges throughout the
nation.
November 26, 27, and
28, the eighteenth annual Georgetown University Invitational Debate Tournament will be held with
one hundred colleges from Cali- field Motor Inn, Bridgeport, Confornia to Maine participating.
necticut.
The Board of Governors is the
N.I.M.G.A.
chief policy-making group responOn March 18-20, the Philodemic sible for the Association's prowill sponsor the National Invita- grams, and future development. At
tional Model General Assembly. their meetings, the various comAlso in the second semester, the mittees of the Board and of the
Society, in conjunction with the Senate submit reports and formuLaw School, will hold a "moot late policy for the area of recourt" competition with "mock" sponsibility delegated to them.
trials presided over by law stu- These proposals are enacted by
the Board and are carried out by
dents.
the Officers, the Executive CommitMerrick Medal Debate
tee, and the professional staff emOn the university level, the Phil- ployed by Alumni House.
Saturday's program featured a
odemic will hold the 92nd annual
Merrick Medal debate on March 31. national conference of Class RepreThis contest is open to four Philo- sentatives who gathered from all
demic members. Although just over the country to discuss the
sophomores, juniors, and seniors various aspects of their program.
are accepted into the Philodemic, The alumni also heard student repthe Gaston White Society operates resentatives, Ted Kenny and Tom
as the corresponding organization Kane report on current studenton the freshman level. The Gaston alumni relations problems.
White Society so far has scheduled
Distingiushed Alumni
intercollegiate debates at Wake
Highlighting the weekend ,vas
Forest, St. Anselm, and New York the 14th Annual John Carroll
University.
Awards Dinner on Saturday eveThe moderator of the Philodemic ning. The event is· co-sponsored
is Dr. William Reynolds, and the annually by the National Alumni
chancellor is Rev. John Ryan, S.J. Association and a local Georgetown Club.
Each yeal" certain
alumni are singled out for having
distinguished themselves in their
professions, in service to the N ation or their communities, and to
Georgetown. Honored were: Mr.
Joseph P. Cooney, C'26, currently
serving as President of the Connecticut State Bar Association;
Mr. John F. Donahue, C'22, L'25,
Vice President of the ·Washington,
D. C. Realty firm of Hohenstein
Bros. and Donahue; Miss Rosalia
L. Dumm, N'48, Head Nurse, Emergency Room, Georgetown Hospital
and presently the National Recording Secretary of the Alumni Association; Mr. Frederick F. Ehrsam,
Sr., L'2!l, an attorney and former
member of the Board of Governors
of the Alumni Association; and Mr.
Walter B. Schubert, C'5I, member
of the New York Stock Exchange
and a partner in the firm of Carlisle
ORATORS
& Jacquelin.

peats, "Peace be with you." Hymns
sung' by the people are also an integral part of Rev. Cioffi's Masses.
"We've found that young people
don't respond very well to the old
idea of organ and choh', so we
are trying something new. So far
the response has been very encouraging."
Liturgical Folk Music
Rev. Rayden Davis, Dean of
Freshmen, approached the problem
of a lack of student interest at
l\Jass from a different direction:
"The \vhole thing started this
sum.mer," said Rev. Davis. "We
had about ten or twelve people
attending the eight o'clock morning
-:Ylass, and that wasn't much of a
congregation. Some stUdents and
I came up wih the idea of introducing folk music into the liturgy.
It had never been tried here at
Georgetown, but it had gone over
well elsewhere."
Missing Flowers
So Rev. Davis took the melodies
of such popular songs as "Michael,
Ro\v the Boat Ashore," "Cumbaya," and "'Vhere Have All the
Flowers Gone," substituting religious lyrics to the tunes but keeping the original folk spirit. Guitars
accompanied the singing. "We got
a great reaction," said Rev. Davis.
"Mass attendance went up to forty
or fifty people. And what's more,
these students didn't just drift out
of the Chapel when the Mass was
over; they stayed and talked and
got to know each other. A real
Community spirit developed."
Different Approaches
Both Rev. Cioffi and Rev. Davis
intend to have a variety of different
forms in their Masses to give the
students a choice. For this reason,
a special Liturgical Committee
composed entirely of stUdents has
been created to continually draw
up new and different approaches
to the liturgy.
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Editorial:
House System - Potential Cure
In the attempt to improve University life. some students have begun
toying with the idea of a House Systern at Georgetown. What is a House?
How many of the benefits of a House
System can we adapt to our situation?
The main characteristics of a
House System are: (1) personalization of University life through smaller units, (2) the establishment of a
House identity, and (3) better services and opportunities for the residents of each House. Realistically, it
would mean integrating each dormitory through common aims and facilities to counter-act the fragmentation that the present corridor arrangement causes.
Resident faculty tutors allotted attractive quarters, chaplains for counsel, and graduate students as advisors
would invigorate the academic life
at Georgetown. House lectures and
discussions, intramural teams to play

other Houses. dances and open houses
on weekends would engender a sense
of community among the students
living under the same roof. Even
non-academic disciplinary matters
could be a House function ( as in the
present Honor Corridors).
To provide better services. there
could be a functional division of the
four presently sterile lounges in New
South. for example. One lounge could
be amply equipped with comfortable
chairs, desks. carrels, lamps. rugs
and paintings to make an attractive
Study. Another two lounges could be
made into TV and radio rooms with
chairs and newspapers. etc. The
fourth could become a recreation
room with card, ping-pong, and billiard tables.
In short, a House System makes
sense and is one of the best proposals
that has yet been put forward to
make Georgetown a better University.

Cloudy Finances
In theory, the financial records of the Food Service and
the Dormitory Accounts are kept separately. Each is maintained and balanced by itself. Last week we outlined the
striking coincidence between the Food Service deficit and
the dictated economies in the Dormitories. Briefly, the elimination of nine Prefects save $9,900, changing the titles of
Jesuit Housemasters to Chaplains resulted in a paper credit
of $10,000, and the cutting of 16 maids netted another
$70,000 (16 maids times $4.375). Apparently a balance was
struck, and the Dormitories carried the $90,000 Food Service deficit.
The question one should raise now is two-fold: first
why should money paid for a room be used to underwrite
an inefficient food service; second, how can a deficit result
purely within the dormitory budget? The Food Service will
continue to be inefficient until the responsible University
officials see fit to bring in an agent that will be given a free
hand to make a profit within a competitive price framework.
A deficit within the Dormitory budget is a more complex
question.
There are 2500 students living on-campus, each paying
$550 per year for his room. The gross receipts from the
Dormitories is around $1,375,000 for nine months. Carrying charges to the Government on the 40-year mortgages
amount to near $500,000. Adding the gross receipts to the
savings from the forced economies we have over $1,400,000.
Less the carrying charges leaves over $900,000 from room
revenue. Where does this money go? Given this fiscal cushion
why can't we approach the living standards of apartments
across the river which charge less and give more?

Unification
It has become increasingly apparent during the past

week that the issue of unification is, at best, confused and
poorly understood by the student body as a whole. The philosophy and practical need for such a system has been criticized by high-ranking administrative officials-the Dean
and Assistant Dean of the College among the more prominent. If this important question is to be decided this year,
and we feel it should, then those who support such a system should acquaint and convince the student body with
their reasons. The burden of proof seems to rest, at present,
with those supporting unification. A public statement on
the positive points, rather than a discussion of philosophy
and procedure in committee would be more to the point and
settle many of these questions.
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"Deus Ex Machina"

Letters To The Editor
Open Letter to the
Student Body
Fellow members of the undergraduate student body:
Two weeks ago, members of the
student councils, faculty and administration met to discuss and revise traffic regUlations on the campus. Acting on the specific recommendations of the Yard and Student Personnel Office, the Board
approved that student traffic be
permitted to exit and enter by the
main gate twenty four hours per
day; parking be permitted on the
upper campus from 6 P.M. Friday
until 7 P.M. Sunday; the chain
separating the hospital area from
the main campus be removed, and
the irksome "No Student Traffic"
sign be taken off the main gate.
These recommendations are subject
to a two week trial period beginning this week.
In two weeks, the Board will reconvene to discuss the permanence
of our suggestions. The basis of
their decision will be the outcome of
surveys taken during the trial
period as well as the co-operation
shown by the students with the
new regulations. The campus facilities committees of both the Yard
and Walsh areas intend to match
the University survey for survey
with the intention of seeing that
both surveys correspond. Statistically, we hope to prove that the
system will work and should continue. But co-operation on the part
of our fellow students is essential.
We trust that the student body
will exercise discretion in the use of
the new privileges. Drivers are
asked to co-operate with security
officers and obey speed and parking
regulations. In addition it is hoped
that students will refrain from
driving through the compus after
mid-nite with noisy automobiles.
In other words, if the privileges are
to remain in effect, it is absolutely
essential that each of you realize
that a single offender may well
provide the spark that will cause
the Traffic Board to rescind the
new regulations.
•
No matter how careful our planning may have been and no matter
how deligent we may continue to
pressure for permanence of the
new privileges, they will be lost if
the student body fails to co-operate.
Francis A. Keating
Thomas J. Kane

Physical Plant
To the Editor:
I would like to express my displeasure
reg.arding
inaccurate
statements and sweeping generalities which have appeared in your
paper recently.
A section of "Round-up" con-

veyed the idea that the Physical
Plant office cut down a tree and in
the process broke tombstones in the
cemetery. This is incorrect. The
headstones were broken by limbs
that fell in a storm. Your article
on Harbin Hall states that 448
students are being disturbed by the
repair work and that 300 doors
are losing their finish. Neither of
these st:ttesments are accurate.
They are generalizations which are
designed to discredit the Physical
Plant Office.
I, for one, would like to compliment the new personnel in the
Physical Plant Office. They are
doing a good job of straightening
out the mess that their predecessors
left them. They are very willing to
help the students in any way they
can. I think that The HOYA's attitude is grossly unjust and shows a
degree of immaturity among its
staff members.
Rick Weber
College '66
Ed. Note: Georgetown University
building inspector, H. H. Sembower, is the sou,rce of the comments
on H a1·bin Hall.

Devine Praise
To the Editor:
As a careful observer of any and
all events taking place among the
Hoyas, I would like to single out
this year's Fall Festival for special
commendation. From every point
of view it was a model social event;
most deserving of praise are Frank
Keating, President of the Yard,
Don Dillon and Barry Kingham,
Co-chairmen of the Fall Festival
Committee, and all the members of
the committee who worked so hard
to make the weekend the success
it was.
And I am not just speaking from
the particular 'optic' of the S.P.O.
(From that point of view, i.e., the
disciplinary one, the weekend was
truly gratifying. Compare it to
the Fall Festival of two years ago
when the crowd did everything but
kick out the windows, when we
followed up the whole weekend with
disciplinary hearings, apologies,
etc.) Thanks to the committee and
all its hard work, both events this
weekend were distinct sucesses and
as a result, student behavior
showed itself as mature, adult and
responsible.
From an aesthetical angle, I am
no great devotee of rock 'n roll, but
within that limited genre, the Four
Tops were not bad. Even the dancing showed signs of rising from being merely sexually symbolic to
being "something other". Financially, the committee tells me they
did better than 'break even'.
Finaliy, let me comment on the
drinking. In my experience, there

•

•

•

is perhaps no other subject so
delicate and so sensitive among
college administrators. Many other
schools in the country are loathe to
allow any alcoholic beverages at
student functions, sweeping this
problem under the rug and driving
the students off campus. We have
taken the position that, given the
proper controls and attending to
the myriad details which go to
making up a good social event, students are basically adults when
they reach college age and can't
therefore enter into adult-type
social functions, which, in our society, frequently serve alcoholic
beverages. This is sometimes a
difficult policy to maintain, but so
far my experience indicates that it
should be continued. If students
continue to conduct themselves the
way they did this past weekend, my
experience will be confirmed.
A very nice "feeling" with which
to start off the year.
John F. Devine, S.J.
Director of Student Personnel

Pleased
To the Editor:
It has been with great pleasure
that I have read the first two issues
of The HOY A. Not only has the
reporting been objective and interesting, but your innovations
have led to an even more enjoyable
reading experience.
One such example is,the enclosed
cartoon. J. C. George has captured
our current campus problem in a
style comparable to what Herblock
and Reginal Maldin might do with
our national issues.
I shall be looking forward to the
coming. issues of The HOYA and
the continuation of the fine start
you and your staff have made.
Very truly yours,
David A. Bochnowski
President, Walsh Area
Class of 1967
(Continued on Page 14)
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MY TURN
by James J. Mata

Social Conscience of Conservatives
by Gerard Mitchell and John Crosby
According to the current cant, the highest Christian as
well the highest secular value is to have a sensitive and
responsive social conscience, to be outraged at and feel
guilty for urban slums and civil wrongs. Thus we conservatives are commonly indicted as men of cretinous conscience,
because we can bring ourselves to make no more than a
guarded and cautious commitment to social reform, to the
program of progress. Yet there is a profound reason for
our caution.
True conservatives are arrested by this reality: during
the last few centuries, Western societies have undergone
massive reform, yet have suffered unremitting dehumanization. Modern man has sought to master the forces of nature,
with the perverse result that these forces have become more
intractable than' ever before, threatening for the first time
to extinguish man. The circumstances of life today are lovelier than ever, but the substance of life is sicker. As progressive civilization releases men from work, true leisure, as
Josef Pieper has shown, perishes. As progressive civilization universalizes education, the tone of life becomes more
frivolous, more inane; sensation overcomes reflection. It has
become a commonplace of social criticism to observe that
the more that positive legislation brings men together, and
the more the specialization of life makes them depend upon
one another: the lonelier they become. The more society is
socialized, the more true community among men disintegrates. Eric Voegelin, critically acclaimed as the greatest
political theorist of this century, has in one powerful sentence caught this diabolical logic of self-destruction that
contradicts modernity: "The death of the spirit is the price
of progress" (The New Science of Politics, p. 131).
One of the capital axioms of the spiritual life is that
a spiritual value cannot be controlled by deliberate intention, by a calculus of means and ends, by the choice of an
instrument, by a well-laid plan, by the ingenious deployment of a method; for these are devices which force results,
which generate necessary and predictable consequences, and
which are thus appropriate to positive science and to the
infra-spiritual world. But a spiritual value is a gift, something that man cannot force, but only wait for: it is not
delivered by arrangement, but awarded to hope: it comes
not as a necessary result of organization, but as a grace
to an open soul. Spiritual values do not respond to power,
but reward reverence.
Apply this principle to society: man can use the instruments of social control to assemble an empirical crowd;
man cannot use those instruments to induce the spiritual
value of true fraternity among the men assembled. Man,
having restructured society, must then open himself to transcendence, and hope that the spirit will bind men together.
But modern man cannot endure so passive, so contemplative a moral posture as opening himself to the spirit.
For him, true knowledge is human power over creation;
true philosophy, as Marx put it, does not explain but changes
the world. A high value or truth does not arrest but accelerates human activity; it does not require of man a mood of
reverence, but rather the opposite, a mood of mastery.Modern man will not wait for transcendence to give him the
highest values, but will try to give them to himself by more
brutally mastering the immanent world. He will not wait
for the gift of true human community, but will try to arrogate it by the devices of social control.
But another capital axiom of the spiritual life is that
" if man tries to achieve a spiritual value on his own terms,
then he not only forfeits that value, but generates its opposite, its anti-value. It is like trying to be spontaneous: the

..

harder you try, the less spontaneous you are. Or, like trying to save
yourself: the harder you try, Christ said,' the more certainly you doom
yourself. The higher the value, the more man frustrates it by trying
to induce it. Can it surprise us, then, to observe with Eric Voegelin,
that the more modern man tries to construct true human community,
the more he isolates one man from another, poisoning community?

/.

And can it surprise us to observe the incomparable brutality of this
century-the forced transfers of populations, the methodical extermination of religion, of economic classes, and of whole races? For if, as
we have just suggested, modern man is trying to expropriate those
values that are forbidden by their natures to respond to human power,
should we not expect him to become desperate as those values elude
him, and to react by heaving his power more violently?

l

The spirit has died in the West because man is no longer reverent
cnough to accept its gifts, but it so enamored of his power that he
presumes to give them to himself. True conservatives inchoately intuit
that, urgent as it is to raze slums, it is incomparably more urgent that
we first of al make our peace with God: that we reopen ourselves to
His spirit.

The College Student Council presented Fr. Fitzgerald with a football after the last issue of The
HOYA. It was a gift from "the
team" to "the coach."
The INTERIM at the Nursing
School Saturday night. Should be
a show.
Tuesday evening Mr. L. J. O'Connor of the Federal Power Commission spoke in Palm's Lounge
on "The Role of the Federal Accountant in Establishing Accounting Principles." Wednesday afternoon Mr. Esterline of the United
States Information Agency discussed career opportunities within
the agency in the Hall of Nations.
H.H.H.
Vice President Humphrey provided entertainment for bored and/
or curious Walsh Area students
last Friday afternoon. Humphrey
was attending the wedding of his
secretary in Holy Trinity Church;
while both were attended by the
eyes of gaping students.
Georgetown University Realty
has just purchased the "largest
single piece of undeveloped land
in downtown Washington." The
GU land dealers have managed to
make the two-acre land purchase
for a sensational $2.5 million. The
land wiII be used for a new Law
Center. For anyone who would
like to examine the purchase, the
lot is bounded by F, G, 1st and
2nd Streets, and New Jersey Avenue, N.W.

MARTY
In conjunction with the new
cafeteria policy of "good food and
competitive prices," a bakery has
been opened in New South. What's
this we hear about Marty's Supermarket giving trading stamps?
Here's pie in your eye, buddy!
01Je1'ation Match questionnaires
must be submitted by October 25.
The Minnesota Club wiII hold its
1st Annual Picnic at the National
Zoo on Saturday, October 30th.
Half-price discount tickets are
available for a series of 14 concerts through the Hayes Concert
Bureau.
Students interested in
coupons for the selected concerts
may pick them up at the Public
Relations
Department
on
3rd
Healy.
This is the weekend to see a play
or two. In fact, you can see two
without even leaving the campus.
For Eliot fans, Murder in the
Cathedral is being presented by
Mask and Bauble. For Senior Class
wit fans, Gambit is being presented
by the Senior Class.
It's all right, Jack! The Mascot
Committee will find more members.
Latest word on campus: Supercaiaunifisticationalidocious-Say it
to a College man and he will turn
ferocious.
Fr. Blase Bonpane, a Maryknoll
Father studying as a graduate student at Georgetown, is planning a
Christian Community weekend to
be held in Noyember. 25 male and
25 females will be allowed to participate in the event to be gh-en
in Bristow, Virginia.

WHITHER
$26,000,000 WORTH
(Wherein the
what Ge01'getown
she is trying to
evidenced by the
UI'ess Fund).

uutitOI' explains
U. is and what
make herself as
.'$26,000,000 P,'o-

Early in one's freshman
yea r, the crumminess of
freshman roo m s, theology
courses and the inevitable acquaintanceship with the flaws
(academic, soc i a I, "religious") which mar every school,
lead one to reflect, at least once,
on how awfully mismanaged this
place must have been by, of course,
the Jesuits.
Georgetown seems
outstanding among major universities in the areas of inadequate
facilities and complete lack of endowment and active alumni support. The proud boast of tremendous gains made in the past ten
years (Father Bunn's), "eight
new buildings" and the first "concrete steps to insure, maximum,
continuing efficiency in the management of the University" by use
of professional management consultants and the unheard-of modernity of "appointing qualified
laymen to appropriate vice-presidential posts" makes one wonder
just how asleep was the man "at
the stick" between 1789 and 1955.
In this context, "tremen'dous
gains" become nothing more than
accommodation to the bare .necessities imposed by reality.
However, the situation is not a
total loss. Somehow through this
morass of mismanagement has
emerged:
Georgetown Universeity
Wash. 7, D.C.
Rom. Cath. 1789
The oldest Roman Catholic institution of higher learning in the
U.S. . . . In addition to a number of well-known professional
schools ,the university includes a
College of Arts & Sciences for
men only and several co-educational
undergraduate schools.
ADMISSIONS' is very selective . . .
ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT
... Pressures for academic achievement appear fairly intense in College of Arts & Sciences & School
of Foreign Service-somewhat less
so in other divisions . . .
FACULTY . . . About one·third
of faculty have doctorate; another
one-third have professional degree
in medicine, law, dentistry. Substantial number of part-time faculty represents university's efforts
to draw on resources of nation's
capital . . .
CAMPUS LIFE . . . Variety of
cultural & intellectual activities on
campus supplement the rich facilities of the community . . .
which is the "objective" Georgetown, a view compiled by the author
fr0111 numerous "guidebooks to
American colleges." A tribute to
sound educational philosophy and
'J.
unique location.
The picture
is good, but it is on,ly that. In
comparison to the pinnacles, and
by necessity standards, of American hig-her education (Amherst,
Brandeis, Bryn l\Iawr, Chicago, Columbia, Dartmouth, Harvard, Mit,

According to Development: "Interesting, beautiful, nostalgic but
inadequate."
Princeton, Reed, Rice, Swarthmore,
Williams, Yale) Georgetown is deficient in the quality of its undergraduate student body, it could be
more selective, the quality of its
faculty, which is good but not first
rank, and in the quality of facilities it needs to give its particular
brand of education, which is
grounded on strong, first-rate postgraduate ]J1'ofessional schools.
Brandeis, founded in 1948, kills
the myth that quality is some function of age. All that is needed
is money and a gimmick, and "you
too" can have an extremely selective student body, a faculty %, of
which hold doctorates, 112 of them
fram Harvard and Columbia, with
1/5 being Phi Betta Kappa men.
The University Development Office, realizing this fact and faced
with the noted deficiencies is "going the money route" in the most
sweeping attempt yet to push
Georgeto\vn closer to its particular
potential. It is presently managing
a $33,850,000 expenditure program,
$7,850,000 of which are federal
funds. It's job, raise $26,000,000.
Following up its commitment to
the post-graduate schools, $15,450,000 will be spent in improving
physical facilities. (See the Medical Center envisioned below.) The
largest physical addition the $6,000,000 Library, which will benefit the entire academic community,
automatically improves the prospect for enticing superior faculty,
whose "instructional and research
goals" demand such a facility.
Further bolstering the faculty program will be a $3,000,000 endowment fund for "professorial chairs
and a $3,000,000 fund to provide
for salary increases and foot the
bill for sabbaticals and research
in the humanities. A $4,000,000
Student Aid fund will enhance the
'weak scholarship and fellowship
programs of the present. Coupled
with steadily rIsmg admission
criteria and improvements in other
areas it indicates an attempt to
capture the high-caliber student
needed for a high-caliber university.
The present expenditure program
represents a mammoth mobilization of the university's resources.
Some contend that it may be too
large. In an era when large scale
advances in education are the rule
rather than exception let's hope
that it accomplishes more than
just accommodation to the bare
necessities imposed by reality.

THE FORECASTED medical center includes a Library, MedicalDental Teaching Complex. expanded Dental Clinic and Basic Science
Laboratories.
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TRIVIALITIES
by Frank KelLy
Any Hoya worth his B.S. (degree) has noticed the interesting
custom his Alma Mater has of manufacturing its own work. This
week's project of our own little W.P.A. is to decide whether or not
she should· plant a rock garden in front of (or in back of, whichevel'
way you look at it) O'Gara Infirmary, even though it's going to be
ploughed up next year for bigger and better things. Not to be left
out of the current trend, The HOY A has started to manufacture its
own copy. Phil Verveer has asked us to publicy retract our dastardly
canard of last week. The East Campus Student Council firmly resolved to "denounce", not "announce", (as previously stated) "the
right to and desire for, complimentary tickets to Council functions,
to the members of the Council!'
Our research correspondent asks us to insert at this point that
the School of Foreign Service catalogue of 1963-64 describes the
Infirmary as "attractively appointed and equipped." Branford Brakes,
The HOY A's resident expert, tells us the University should give more
publicity to this "attractively appointed and equipped" structure.
Even the maps of the campus neglect to identify O'Gara.
Our kudos are extended to the Yard this week, for his selfless
acceptance of the added expenses of elected office. We saw him
dining at Marty's three times last week. However, The HOYA
cautions the Yard that it would be in bad taste if he persists in such
flamboyance to an intemperate degree.
The Development Office has asked us not to tell anybody that Mr.
George Roper's full title is: "Assistant Vice-President for Investment Property, Institutional Research, Business Management, Zoning,
and Governmental Affairs." We've decided to be gentlemenly about it
nnd not make a big show over such a small thing.
A caller who would identify himself only as "Yo-Yo" asked us to
make special mention of Dick Muller's recent ascent to fame and glory
in East Campus politics. Here we take liberty to ask Mr. Muller why
he has waited so long to enter the arena.
In a conversation with an un-named member of the Administration, we learned that the University encourages students to take an
interest in the activities of Georgetown. We can vouch for that after
a very intense conversation with a most charming lady in the Addressograph Department. Anyone who has taken such an interest will know
what we mean.
John G. Nestor, President of the Society for the Advancement of
Management, has discounted rumors that the tentative field trip to
Baltimore to study the management policies of certain "hot spots on
the night club circuit" has something to do with a membership drive
aimed at Frosh and other impressionable youths.
This week's quotation goes to Joe Baczko: "The Student Personnel Policy Committee must be motivated by some philosophy."
Mr. McKenna has asked that all contributions for this column be
submitted in person to his private desk at Teamster's Union (Local
1753) Point Barrow, Alaska.
At last count there were 158 cases of beer in the Yard Office and
there was no scheduled meeting last Sunday. Mr. Keating was unavailable for comment. As a matter of fact, Mr. Keating was unavailable
for anything.

CARPINGS
by John Morgan Callagy
Unfortunately, the past student councils might not have fulfilled
expectations. Frankly, this year's council might similarly lag- in
necessarily imaginative performance. The en/ants terribles of councils
to come might easily find themselves bound by equally frustrating
fetters.
"My door is always open" has been bandied democratically throughout the meeting-places of the University as long as students nave
questioned the proposals of the administration. In certain instances,
however, this phrase is as undemocratic to the students as it is to
the administrators' secretaries. In all truthfulness, it is the secretary's
door which is open. While we attest to the friendly efficiency of these
women, we would rather enjoy closer contact with their generals than
with their "female phalanxes."
The other horn of the student councillors' or committeeman's
dilemma rests in the apparent administrative attitude that all student
offices are locked and all student telephones are disconnected. Campus
mail must also be held in basic mistrust. In any event, the hot-wire
which student politicians promise to keep open during elections, and
the committees and channels that they set up once elected, are not used.
Such is the picture. For the conscientious student council member, organization head, or committeeman, the picture is despairinglY
confused. I am not attempting to conjure up a usual vision of faulty
communications. This is not fair. Rather I feel that in certain
instances, especially those of current concern, there is an unwillingness on the part of the administration, especially the Business Office,
to use the mammoth communicative network that both administration
and students have construced. The result and prime objection here is
that the aforementioned conscientious students become transformed
into full-time CP A's, private detectives, comparative buyers, and
j anitors-in-ties.
Realistically, one can and should only devote so much of his time
to student government. When the legitimate attempts made by students
to cut the financial pie or to find honest solutions for better student
services, such as the erstwhile and oft-touted laundry service, are met
either purposely or possibly inadvertently with no co-operation, then
this time is poorly spent. I stand fully behind the value of experience;
but I question the value of the "office game," either for the student
or for student government. If the administration wishes to set policy,
particularly in regards to room-rates, food sel'vice, etc., we would
only ask that the deciders realize that if the student government is
not included in the modus operandu it must be the duty of those
students involved to spend long and needless hours fitting the puzzle
together. Constant post facto office hopping is an unfair demand on
the time of student government. Imaginative student government can
only be severely hampered.
Perhaps my picture is exaggerated. But it is not distorted. Any
distortion arises when some administrators, having forgotten that
the students in his appointment book are primarily "students," in the
processes of education, pass these lads off to the next office on a timeconsuming and unrewarding itinerary.

Campus Police lobs
Need Ticket Men
From Student Body
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V erveer Wants Area
F
S· d
' Center
or tu ents
The East Campus Student
Council is presently making
preliminary studies to determine the feasibility of a Student Union. Philip Verveer,
vice-'J)resident of the Council,

The Security Police will be
hiring students to check for
illegally parked cars when the
new traffic regulations go into effect October 23.
At the last meeting of University Parking and Traffic Policy
Committee, Captain W. Fotta of
the Security Police told members of
the committee that with the new
traffic regulations in effect, the campus police would be understaffed.
Under the new system, each gate
of the campus will be covered by
campus police. East Campus representative Keven McKenna then
suggested that students be hired to
take up the slack. Mr. J. Hull, manager of the physical plant of the
University, commented that students would not have enough authority to stop cars at the gate.
Student Checkers
Peter McNamara, faculty representative, said the students could
be used exclusively to check for
illegally parked cars. Rev. T. Bryon
Collins, S.J., chairman of the traffic
committee, agreed that it would be
a good idea to have students checking for non-decaled vehicles, since
the new traffic regulations were
initiated by students.
The committee, consisting of representatives of the student body,
faculty, S.P.D., the Hospital, and
the Physical Plant, then concurred
with McKenna's suggestion, and
Captain Fotta said he would be accepting applicants as soon as details are worked out.
Hired Out
The students will be hired for at
least the two week trial period,
and if the new system is feasible,
for the remainder of the year.
Students interested in working
for the Security Police should apply directly to Captain Fotta,
whose office is in the basement of
New South Dormitory.

WGTB Announces
Election Coverage
For NY Students
James Charles Dobbs, Station Manager of WGTB-FM,
yesterday announced that the
University radio station will
provide "the most intensive
election coverage available in
the Washington area," on Tuesday, Nov. 2.
WGTB's election night coverage
will run continuously from 9 p.m.
until 1 a.m. Dobbs said the station
will broadcast "exclusive interviews
with distinguished members of
Congress, direct reports from our
own men at Lindsay, Beame and
Buckley headquarters in New York,
and the analyses of outstanding
political scientists." Persons scheduled to be interviewed at the present time include Mr. Andrew J.
Glass, chief Washington correspondent of the New York HeraldTribune, and Congressman Silvio
O. Conte, Republican colleague of
John Lindsay.
"We are doing this," Dobbs said,
"because the people of New York
are not only preparing' to elect
a new mayor. Their decision may
help decide the fate of the twoparty system and the nature of
the liberal-conservative dialogue,
for years to come. As the first
educational FM station in the
capital of the nation, we feel a
definite responsibility to provide
this most intensive election coverage. For as Dr. Walter 1. Giles
of the Department of Government
has said, 'Washington has more
politics per cubic foot of air space
than any other place in the world.'
We shall concentrate on New York,
but other contests also will be
covered."

has been corresponding with vari~
ous schools throughout the country
which already have operating student unions. He hopes to gather
sufficient information to present a
report to the student body before
the end of the semester.

VERVEER

Reporter Critiques
Opulent Monuments
Of U niversity Waste
The lack of space for
University development has
pro m pte d The HOY A to
search for solutions to this
current problem. Thinking
that something can be done
with what exists at the present
time, The HOY A chanced upon verdant grounds for investigation.
"Let us build a cathedral on this
spot, that will be so grand as to
make our grandchildren think us
crazy to undertake such a task,"
said the prelates of Saville when
they commenced their noble undertaking. In this spirit, the University erected a fitting tribute to Sir
John Harrington, inventor of the
flush toilet, when it designed
White-Gravenor in 1932.
In the basement of this imposing
edifice, adj acent to the cramped
quarters of the Book Store, are two
of the most commodious loos this
side of the United States Capitol
Building. In their original grandeur, these two bathrooms rivalled
the opulance of New York City's
Pennsylvania
Railroad
Station.
Generously appointed with the best
of Vermont marble and a dazzling
array of highly polished fixtures,
these two chambers were the talk
of the University. Older members
of the faculty speak with reverence
of the days when the hustle and
bustle of activity prohibited admiration of the avante garde sinks
with faucets cunningly placed on
one side of the basins. They hasten
to add that these are for both men
and women, respectively, and were
built when Georgetown was a
(Continued on Page 12)

Centralized Facilities
"The Student Union," he said,
"will have centralized facilities for
extra-curricular and social activ~
ities and improved office facilities
for campus clubs." Among these
would be book stores and a large
assembly room that could also be
used for social functions.
The College Family
The
Association
of College
Unions, in 1956, made this statement in regard to student unions
defining their purpose:
"The union is for all members of
the college family-students, faculty, administration, alumni and
guests. It is not just a building ...
(but) provides for the services,
conveniences and amenities the
members of the college family need
for getting to know and understand
one another through informal association outside the classroom. It
serves as a laboratory of citizenship and . . . a unifying force in
the life of the college, cultivating
enduring regard for and loyalty to
the college."
Government Loan
The Georgetown Union will be
financed through a 50 year loan
from the U.S. Government loan
program for college and university
facilities. A self-imposed tax will
be paid by the student body to
cover the loan and maintenance of
the building. Many of the existing
unions in other colleges reduce this
tax through profits made from eating
or
recreational
facilities.
Tulane University operates a
Rathskeller, using the profits to
reduce the student tax.
Referendum Due
After the preliminary report is
submitted to the student body, a
referendum will be called to determine whether the proj ect is acceptable to the students. If the vote is
yes, the plan will have to be approved by the President and Board
of Directors of the University.
Philip Verveer commented that "if
all things go smoothly and approval
from the school and for the loan is
received quickly, the building could
be built before this year's freshman class graduates."

THE BATHS OF CARCALLA . . . shown above bear a remarkable
similarity to the little used facilities in the basement of White
Gravenor. The story above also compares them to Penn Station in
New York City.
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Fr. Netter Initiates
Trunk Losses Queried;
Daily Bulletin Censors Fine
Arts Course;
Discovered by HOYA Desires Workshops Mr. Whalen Answers
Georgetown has long been
known for its ability to
achieve a happy medium between tradition and innovation-keeping and promoting
the time honored studies for

'Yellow Eel' Empties
Wastebaskets in Office
For Subjective Report
In searching out provocative and stimulating news
items for The HOYA, one of
our "yellow journalists" has
uncovered a real piece of
scandal on campus. This re-

which she has always been famous,
while being wise enough to institute new courses and programs as
the times change.
An outstanding example of this
ability to change has begun this
year. Rev. Terrance Netter, S ..]".,
has initiated a course in Fine Arts
here at Georgetown.

porter, more affectionately known
as "The Yellow Eel," is almost
prepared to present his expose on
censorship of the Daily Bulletin.
While gossiping with one of the
secretaries in the Main sPa, the
Eel was astonished to hear that it
has been a regulal' practice to
shorten or rewrite items submitted
for the Daily BUlletin. The Eel,
who reads both pages of the Bulletin each day, was immediately
aware that here lay a Teal juicy
piece of dirt for HOYA readers.
Unification could wait-students
must be informed that their minds
are being twisted and lives manipulated by the insidious Daily Bulletin Machine.
Carefully avoiding the pertinent
facts, the Yellow Eel began to
speculate and plan his strategy in
covering the scandal. He checked
the Daily Bulletin for typographical errors and searched the spa
wastebaskets. The Eel wanted to
be prepared with arguments to
confuse his opposition, in case
someone wrote a Letter to the
Editor criticizing his story. The
Yellow Eel is not a reported to be
fooled with!
Eel Stumbles
While talking to a friend who sits
next to him in Statistics, the Eel
unexpectedly stumbled on a piece
of evidence. This friend had devised a blinddate matching system.
He planned to match as many as
40,000 lovesick college students in
the Washington area by using the
C 1 and K-scales of his slide rule.
At the spa he was told that the
announcement of his plan could not
be printed in the Daily Bulletin for
the following day. They claimed
his Bulletin request had been
turned in a half-hour late. The
Eel's clever remark: "Something
smells rotten in the state of Denmark!"
Enchanted Eel
In another instance, while waiting to use the dryer in the Harbin
Laundromat, the Yellow Eel was
. strangely enchanted by the singing
of a small, Oriental type. The person singing turned out to be a
freshman in the Business School
named Fu Tu Yu. Fu called himself a "real Vietnamese folksinger." Fu explained the peaceful objective of the rising set of
Viet N amese folksingers. He even
sang another song for the Eel:

THE YELLOW EEL

GU Music Society
Invites Amateurs
To Folk Festival
Folk singers! Grab your
guitars! No entrance fees or
strings attached! The Georgetown Music Society is holding a folk festival for Georgetown students and its aim is
to encourage self expression among
the folk artists on campus while
giving non-performers a chance
to learn what folk singing is all
about.
Jazz and Folk Added
The Music Society, which has
long been an established activity
at Georgetown, recently decided to
add jazz and folk music to. its
repertoire along with the claSSIcal
music which it always advocated.
This is actually the third folk fest
that the Music Society has sponsored on campus but it looks to be
the best as it has the benefit of
past experience and established
performers.
Scheduled Auditions
Larry Zinser is running the festival for the Society and he will be
holding auditions today, tomorrow
and Saturday. Anyone interested
in performing can contact him in
room 205 New South or Box 1981,
Campus Mail. Singers are welcome
and Zinser promises to provide accompaniment for anyone who may
need it. The actual concert will
take place this Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in the Hall of Nations.

This concert will also serve as
a tune-up for the Third Annual
Folk Festival which the Music Society plans to sponsor in May. This
festival will be an all out attempt
to foster folk music on campus
as well as off and performers are
being recruited from staid Maine to
I know it's wrong, but I love her; sunny Florida. This represents an
She's Viet Cong, but I love her; attempt to bring together all the
She won't live long, but I love 1 e a din g non-professional folk
her;
She's Viet Cong, but I love her. singers on the East coast and
Fu wanted an announcement of an should be slightly spectaCUlar. Sunorganizational meeting for an daj"s concert will give new Georgearea club of Viet Namese students town folk artists a chance to get
on campus. He filled out a form acquainted with the Music Society
and placed it in the spa basket as well as a chance to get in some
for Daily Bulletin requests. The advance practice for the May conspa sent Fu a note in the campus cert. The Music Society intends to
mail informing him his request hold two concerts annually; one
was illegible.
in the fall to encourage new memIt is obvious that a sensational bers and incoming freshmen to use
news story exists here. However, their talents, and one in the spring
the Eel wishes to continue his re- in which students from all schools
search on the Bulletin situation will be welcome to participate. The
before writing an objective analy- spring concert which is open to
sis for The HOYA. We can be students of all schools will have
proud that we have such reporters the added incentive of trophies and
as the Eel, who act as consciences awards for the outstanding perfor the University.
former!?

Last June, Father Netter received his masters degree in Fine
Arts at George Washington University. He then proceeded to put
on a one-man show at the Allen
Funt Galleries in New York City,
the N.Y. Times giving him very
favorable reviews.
Father spent the rest of the
summer at East Hampton, Long
Island, attending Alex Rousseau's
Summer Studio. It was here the
idea for the new course in Fine
Arts was born.
Oh! Those Hamptons
For the present, Father is still
teaching Philosophy but he also
is handling the Fine Arts course,
which consists of two lectures a
week in aesthetics and a mandatory studio work-period on Saturday mornings. Speaking to Father
Netter during his Saturday morning class in the basement of White
Gravenor, he said that he hopes
his course will be the beginning
of a Creative Arts Program at
Georgetown to complement the Art
History Program which has been
thriving for years under Dr. Larson.
How the program will evolve
beyond this year's initial stage is
still unsettled, due to the following
facts: Father Netter has not been
able to achieve a situation in
which he can devote full time to
his project. Moreover, there is a
question in his mind as to whether
it would benefit the University
more to expand the possibilities
of on-campus studio work within
the Fine Arts Department or
whether it would be better to
work towards the foundation of
an Art Center from which creative activity could radiate to the
whole University.
The idea of intensive workshops
during the summer at such places
as East Hampton, for instance,
where interested students could
devote full time to studio work,
is also being seriously considered.
All of these questions are being
discussed at length by Father
Netter with members of the Administration, the faculty, and the
student body. "Much will depend,"
said Father Netter, "on the intensity of the students' desire to
have a more highly-charged artistic
atmosphere at Georgetown."

EMPTY CORNER AT POST OFFICE
where John Kelly and
Ted O'Connell's trunks were thoug-ht to be. Kelly and O'Connell
sent their trunks to the University last September and have not
seen them since.

"All I do is sign for it. If it's not out in the hall I don't
know where it is," re·plied T. S. Whalen of Hoya Station in
answer to inquiries by Ted O'Connell and John Kelly, College '67 and '66 respectively, concerning the whereabouts
of their lost trunks. Their luggage was shipped in early
September via Railway Express Agency and presumably arri ved here toward the end of
the month. A massive search
for the m iss i n g items
launched by the Physical
Plant Office and the SPO
proved to be of no a vail and
After four years of run- it is now believed that the trunks
ning checks, bombarding his were stolen. However there is
office with advertisement re- some f.eeling in the Physical Plant
quests and generally acting Office that due to unfamiliarity
with a new system instituted this
in the traditional manner of year by REA, the missing luggage
the happy Hoya, the Senior signed for by the campus Post

'1789' Proprietor
Feted in Copley;
Seniors Foot Bill

Classes of the College and East
Campus attempted to redeem themselves by hosting a birthday party
for Mr. Richard McCooey, Proprietor of the 1789. Thursday,
October 14 was the 3 '?th birthday
of Mrs. McCooey's favorite son
and Copley Lounge was set aside
for the occasion. Mr. McCooey
was lured from his second story
lair at the '89 by the members of
the Football Weekend Parade Committee on the pretext of asking
advice concerning the route of
the parade. Arriving at Copley
Lounge a little after four, McCooey was taken completely by
surprise and stumbled through an
ad-lib speech extolling the virtues
of his Georgetown "family." Paul
Wright, who was largely responsible for the organization of the
party, along with John Callagy,
College Senior Class President,
and Frank Starapoli, Walsh Area
Senior Class President, presented
McCooey with an engraved desk
set from the Class of 1966. Having expressed his appreciation for
the kind thought of the Seniors,
Mr. McCooey left for New South
where the Alumni House was
feting the College Alumni in a
kickoff party for the Annual Giving Fund.

Office may
campus.

never

have

reached

Rare Situation
Donald Buckner, Assistant Director of Student Personnel, revealed
that the situation was rare with
"only two or three similar claims
in the past five years. In each
case the claims were settled to the
students' satisfaction."
"Giant Step" Button
Mr. Kelly's loss numbered, among
other things, such necessities as
sport coats, slacks, two tuxedos,
a tennis raquet, football helmet,
wooden coat hangers, a high school
letter sweater, record albums, lining for his trench coat, a little
black book and a "Take a Giant
Step Forward with Feeely button."
Bodkin Haberdashery
At present his wardrobe is in
such wretched shape that he has
"been forced to borrow Fran Bodkin's clothes." This doubtlessly exp!ains his lament that, "two girls
haye broken up with me because
of my sloppy dress."

State of Dress
Ted O'Connell is in a similar
state of duress due to the apparent
loss of his trunk containing suits
and slacks valued at over fivehundred dollars and a mongrammed
laundry bag worth approximately
one doIlar.
The SPO has forwarded the
claims to Mr. John Pateros, Business Vice-President, for further
considera tion.
Kelly and O'Connell are presently awaiting word from Railway
Express Agency
concerning a
search they have undertaken for
the missing baggage. REA told
Kelly that they have signed receipts
which state that the two trunks
were delivered to Georgetown University. The trunks were worth
, $950. REA has agreed to check stations across the country where the
trunks might have been transported. Although REA claims the
trunks were delivered, they ·said
SENIORS JOHN KELLY, FRANK STARPOLI . . . John Calagy, they would make the search as a
and Frank Bodkin feted 1789 proprietor Richard McCooey last favor. While the search continues,
Thursday for fa yors he has done for the Class of 1966 over the last Kelly continues to lose dates and
Bodkin continues to lose his shirt.
four years.
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MOVIES

ON THE HILL

DRAMA
SLOW DANCE ON THE
KILLING GROUND
Some of Washington's most exciting theater is, most unfortunately, unknown, or at least, for
the most part ignored by Georgetown students. They may occassionally flock to the National or
the Arena-and rightly so. But the
smaller theatrical groups in the
area-professional and amateurare responsible for much the more
vital stream of American theater
today. These are the people who
are convinced that people, not
money, make the theater what it
is. They are the ones who have the
courage (and the taste) to perform and encourage the new playwrights.
One of these new playwrights is
William Hanley. And even Broadway, this past year, awarded him
a Tony for being its "most promising writer." The reason: his first
play, Slow Dance on the Killing
Ground, the current production at
The Washington Theater Club.
Not only is Hanley a "most
promising" author, but a most
original one as well. Original in
the fact that he refuses to be
original for its own sake. His concept of the stage is of an artistic
medium to reflect those feelings
that are deepest in all men of his
time, and not (as is all too fashionable these days) of a forum for the
author's own esoteric 'mm'U ina lia.
His subjects are all of current
concern-Nazism, racism, sex, the
social complex-and each is treated
with a down-to-earth honesty that
is as surprising as it is refreshing. There is anguish and warmth,
humor and guilt, savagery and
simplicity, but, above all, a deeplyfelt compassion for the human condition.
The play is a situation drama
with only three characters, brought
together in a Harlem soda-shop
on one bizarre night in June, 1962.
The shop-owner, Glas, had abandoned his Jewish wife and son to
the Nazis, so that he c<)uld devote
his life to the Communist campaign against Hitler. But when
his party betrayed him and embraced the beast, Glas found that
he hadn't the courage to return to
his family and die like a man. And
though he then worked for the
Nazis, he has pretended ever since
he came to America that he had
survived a concentration camp.
Randall is a schizophrenic young
Negro-with the intelligence of a
(Continued on Page 10)

THE HILL
Two tons of sand piled 35 feet
high, aptly denoted as hell's little
acre, may not sound like the best
vehicle to carry the plot of a film.
Yet when combined with a cast
of dedicated actors, an excellent
script, and inspired direction, The
Hill becomes dynamically alive,
helping to produce an unusual,
preplexing story which leaves the
viewer shuddering in doubt and
disbelief.
The film begins with a burst of
activity, and director Sidney Lumet
follows up his opening punches
beautifully with a barrage of continuous action. Sergeant Major
Wilson, the tough, outspoken commander of a reform stockade for
irresponsible British soldiers, describes to his staff the principles
of desert reform. They consist
mainly of brutal prodding, exhaustive training, and dehydrated food.
To the camp comes a group of
five new prisoners, led by Joe
Roberts, a paratrooper who had
disobeyed his commander's senseless orders in deference to saving
his men's lives. Disdained by cellmates and guards alike, Roberts
bears the brunt of the scorchings,
beatings and hillclimbings which
originate in the sadistic mind of
Staff Williams, a deranged assistant to Wilson. Roberts is never
broken; but one of the new men,
George Stevens, dies of both heat
exhaustion and a broken spirit after
marching up and down the monstrous hill with a gas mask cutting
off his fresh air.
In attempting to put the blame
for the death on Williams' shoulders, Roberts precipitates a riot,
alienates his cell mates, and ends
up beaten to a pulp by a group of
disgustedly
hate-ridden
guards.
After considerable arguing, backed
up by his black and blue body,
Roberts convinces two of the more
humanitarian officers that the
soldier's manual is being somewhat defiled in the stockade. Thus
the sides are drawn, the mental
sabers thrust, and ensuing action
leads to an unexpected, disheartening and very realistic ending.
Sean Connery recently claimed
that he was better prepared for
this movie than any other in which
he had acted. His performance
bears him out. Sometimes admirable, sometimes despicable, but always controversial, Connery, as
Roberts, exercises his agility as a
versitle and expert actor. But the
picture is by no means his alone.
Harry Andrews (RSM Wilson)
and Ian Hendley (Staff Williams)
are superb as military professionals
who have lost sight of anything in
the army but the rule book and
its rigid application.
Connery's cellmates do no less
for the film. Jack Watson as a
rugged and rebellious Scot, Alfred
Lynch as a trembling neurotic, Roy
Kinnear as an obese and cowardly
fool, and Ossie Davis as a distraught Jamaican, all act so soildly
that their animalism hits home to
(Continued on Page 10)

Partners in th~ Slow Dance in moment of tense rest.

MODERATO CANTABILE
The significance of the plot of
Moderato Cantabile, produced by
Raoul Levy, is difficult to understand, let alone to relate. Anne
Desbaredes (Jeanne Moreau), wife
of a steel kingpin in provincial
France, becames fascinated with
a local murder. From this juncture, the movement of the story
is to be toward her own emotional
and psychological death.
One of her husband's peons
(Jean-PaUl Belmondo) becomes fascinated with her, and eventually
she with him. They meet on the
sly and engage in quips of abrupt,
melodramatic conversation, until
one day he leaves her. Fine.
The screenplay of Marguerita
Duras and Gerard J arlot often
borders on the meaningless. The
neurotic wife says and does things,
the young man says and does
things, and one is led to believe
that what they say and do are
somehow related. But it is much
too confusing and frustrating to
search for relevance and unity in
the film. One might suspect that
the wind whispering through the
trees or the alienated wife's surreptious slithering out her front
gate has a meaning all its own on
a symbolic level of understanding.
But when dragged for an hour and
a half through these incongruous
"symbols", it becomes increasingly
difficult for one to restrain the
slightest tendency toward boredom.
Peter Brook's direction of a
languishing screenplay is a noble
eifort, backed by adequate cinematography and the worthwhile performance of Jeanne Moreau as she
fights valiantly to overcome a role
which is less than worthwhile. Belmondo, notorious for his escapades
in Cartouche and That Man From
Rio, cannot be justly evaluated
here for his role in a serious drama,
sin:e Moderato Contabile is little
more than a highly melodramatic
hodge-podge.
-Vin Rocqu,e

SORRY ABOUT THAT
by John Druska

BAMBOLE
Ever wonder what's the formula
for a surefire money-making motion picture? Get a beautiful blond
girl, a comic, sexy and sophisticated situation, a jazzy musical
background and, just for kicks, a
plot based vaguely on some classic
of literature. Got that?
Well, if you didn't, a whole
school of Roman producers did,
and have been, as a result, living
a dolce vita financed by prurient
audiences from Fort Worth to
Florence. And so now they figure
(correctly)
that Bambole can't
miss, since it deftly combines the
necessary ingredients not once but
four times. The result is an anthology of vignettes, linll:ed only
by their common pre-o'ccupation
with illicet modern Italian heterogeniosity. The effect is sometimes
funny, sometimes vulgar, but always pointless.
Of the four, by far the most successful in Monica Vitti's portrayal
of a young woman trying everything possible to do away with her
soup-slurping husband. Though it
is far removed as the others from
the film's proclaimed "model", The
Decameron, it is earthily believable
and often comic.
As for the others: Elke Sommer
is a Nordic advocate of women's
"rights" come South to find a

In Something Wicked This Way Comes novelist Ray
Bradbury has his heroes (two boys, and the old, sentimental
father of one of them) battle the sly owners of an inhuman
monster-circus. Among ,the enemy's weapons is a merry-goround which, depending on direction, can age a man or make
him younger, one year for each revolution, and can destroy
the meaning of time by making it frightfully transparent.
The single weapon that proves decidedly effective against
the villainous Cooger and Dark, their grab-bag of shadows
and dwarves and witches, and their singular attempt to undermine a boys' friendship based on the peculiarities of time
and present circumstance, is laughter.
The exuberance of Bradbury's statement, and its centering in what appears a world of unbridled fantasy, belies
the fact that his novel restates some very basic traits of the
individual responses to a large portion of reality: namely
that ground on which the human confronts the inhuman.
In our modern technological society, and in the context of
modern international dilemmas, this ground is often the
over-riding concern of a great number of people. And at least
some of their individual responses are expressed through
the arts.
Two recent "popular" songs that bear the very smallest
resemblance to music are expressions of responses to the
inhuman condition of war and possibly imminent annihilation. Barry McGuire's Eve of Destruction, bewailing the
direction of American society, was soon answered by the
highly optimistic Da~vn of Correction. Neither is notable
for rhythm, voice, or efficacious use of language. Both are
crippled by highly univocal viewpoints that, in apparently
attempting to answer something inhuman, can appeal to
nothing truer than the false and anti-human ideals of defeatism informed by self-pity (Eve) or deluded chauvinism
(Dawn). It is unfortunate that much recent folk music is
subject to the same narrow area of response.
The answer to the onslaught of the inhuman cannot be
anything as equally univocal, or possibly equivocating, in
character. It must relate the nature of the inhuman to the
truly human, and assess the former in view of the latter.
The most valid response can only involve laughter: at the
falseness, pretense, and ignorance of the inhuman, and a
laughter that upholds the intensely human in man. The
modern response to Frankensteins run amok must be comedy in the best sense of the word.
h"
I'
.
. t
d
Then w y a mOVIe as unIvoca In vIewpOln an as
tragic as The Pawnbroker? Because tragedy is the human
expression of someone's humanity. The Pawnbroker is univocal and tragic by virtue of its central character, and is in
fact the images of his mind accumulating and interacting to
define his person in the context of present action.
The most valid response to the character of the pawnbroker, as far as art goes, is that of tragedy. On the other
hand the truest artistic response to a subject like war is
something like Dr. Strangelove.
In between these two extremes of the centering on one
man, and the entirely inhuman, are the greater number of
art works that deal with mixtures of situations involving
a number of central characters, elements of the inhuman,
etc. They naturally contain differing mixtures of the features of tragedy and comedy.
To summarize: Eve and Dawn respond falsely to the
fact of war (To digress from art a moment, the same thing
can no doubt be said of human acts like pro-or anti-Viet
Nam marches: both are useless.) War's sole tragedy is in
what it does to the humans involved. The' Pawnbroker cor-

(Continued on Page 10)
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SPECIAL FEATURE REPORTS-

GEORGETOWN CHURCHES
FILM SERIES
IBM cards were put to a novel
use recently when the Georgetown
Churches
and the Georgetown
The'at1"c used them to publicize a
new joint venture. Overprinted on
these cards was the announcement
of "a FILM SERIES and a CENTER FOR DIALOGUE" (caps
theirs). For presumably as many
weekends as it proves economically
feasible, the Georgetown Theatre
will be presenting a series of films
chosen with the intention of suggesting the need for "an end to
life as a jigsaw philosophy and
an entirely fresh reshaping of the
image of man." For their part,
the Georgetown Churches will welcome any interested persons over
to the Dumbarton Met hod i s t
Church's parish hall (just around
the corner from the Georgetown
Theatre) after 10:00 P.M. Saturdays for a discussion of the film
over free expresso, cider, and other
refreshments (non-alcoholic).

What the Georgetown Theatre
hopes to gain by this is a bit unclear-perhaps it corporately is
"searching more fervently than
ever for clues to the question:
'Why do I exist"', as its publicity
blurb suggests. Perhaps it is trying to justify its claim to being
"Wa~hington's Repertory Cinema."
This claim seems somewhat presumptive in view of the existence
of the Circle Theatre-a repertory cinema whose offerings are
consistently rich and varied, and
whose obvious financial success
has now apparently led the Georgetown to copy its film selections.

But the motivations of the
Georgetown's management is of
less interest than that of the
Georgetown Churches. Evidently,
they desire to employ the oncerevolutionary par ish espresso
house mechanism to provide an
intellectual (and spiritual?) oasis
in an area whose night-life is
characterized by a jubilantly nonintellectual (and somewhat less
than spiritual) tone. There doesn't
seem to be any desire here to invoke the justice of a wrathful
Deity on the "prodigal sons" and
"painted jezebels" of M St., and
try to reduce everything to a
puritanical dullness; the churches
here are careful not to adopt the
attitudes and 18th Century rhetoric
of the "townies'" Citizens' Association.
Instead, the Churches
merely want to provide a lively
(and cheap) intellectual counterpoint to "the strip" for any as

might be interested.
The first film offered in this
series, Nobody Waved Goodbye
(Canadian, 1965), indicates that
these films may be of a rather uneven quality-and that the organizers of this series may have been
willing to sell out artistic excellence for a pot of message.
For all the praise it has received as "an honest depiction of
chasms between people (and between generations)" (the Christian
Century), the film is very disappointing. The praise has largely

fect of the breakdown in communications achieved with a sprinkling
of meaningless smiles in with all
the unbearable assertions of ego.
In parts (the dining room scene),
it did succeed, but the film on the
whole had little to relieve its
banality aside from the fine acting
of the principals, Peter Kastner
and Julie Briggs.

The discussion following the
film was led by the Reverend Malcolm Boyd (an Episcopalian priest
known nationally as "the Espresso
Priest") and was perhaps not as
fruitful as future discussions may
be. This must be ascribed to the
fact that the crowd attending
found it difficult to limit discussion to the film. The film was one
which divided discussants into those
who thought it was the greatest
thing since the 95 Theses (a vocal
minority) and those who were
either unimpressed or unfavorably
impressed, and generally did not
think it worth discussing. The
Rev. Boyd's talk on the film seemed
to stir up interest in the ques.-

come from clergymen who admire
it as yet another depiction of the
emptiness of modern life when it is
not grounded in a living Christianity, a depiction of the alienation of modern youth from the
bourgeois materialism of their parents' world, and, more specificallY,
as a study in dead ends of communication. Perhaps, if viewed
only on this level, the film succeeds. But this "message" is not
a new one. If anything, the alienation theme is the great common
denominator of 20th Century art
and literature. Films and books
sharing this theme may no longer
be praised simply because they
deal with it, but must be judged
on the basis of their more enduring
artistic qualities or (as in the case
of Nobody Waved Goodbye), their
lack thereof.

Artistically the film is only
mediocre. The generally poor acting on the part of the non-principals, unsophisticated filming and
editing techniques (with the exception of the opening sequence
with the principals cavorting gaily
in a cemetery), and shrill audio,
all point to a low budget provided
by the producer (the National Film
Board of Canada). That the film
must be labeled as a "cheap"
rather than an "inexpensive" production is largely the fault of the
director, Peter Owen. Perhaps he
hoped that blocking it with shrill
conversation would add to the ef-

tion of the role of the Church in
modern society (the film had been
significantly devoid of any reference to religion), but the film was
again forgotten as the questioning
went off into tangential areas (the
use of "gimmicks" such as folk
masses, parish espresso houses,
etc.). Paradoxically, once the "discussion" (by the Rev. Boyd) began, the "discussion" (at the
tables) ended. Perhaps a slight
change in format is needed if this
is to be avoided in the future.
First steps are usually clumsy,
seldom sure, and the importance
of this awkward first step by the
Georgetown Churches and the
Geo?'getown Theat?'e is that it has
promise of being a great thing for
the intellectual (and perhaps spiritual) life of Georgetown. Not for
what it is now, but for what it can
and should become, it deserves avid
community support--by students
and "townies" alike.
-Russell Sveda

GU HISTORY by "Dr." John J. Peradotto
KTEMA EIS AEI
(or: It's a Long, Long Way to Point Omega)
being an extract
from
the Yearbook of Universal Archaeology
volume 20007
for
the year 2185 A.D.
concerning:
Graffiti
Accumulated in the Reiss Building Area
of
the
Georgetown Excavation
(Code Name: GARBAGE)
Amidst the numberless enigmas which continue to battle the
hermeneutic prowess of the excavators at the site of the Georgetowncomplex in the capital of the most advanced civilization in the ancient
world, by far the most fascinating are the extensive graffiti, in an
excellent state of. preservation, discovered in the two large auditoria
on what then must have been the ground floor of the Reiss-complex.
(The excavators refer to them as the "Halls of the Tireless Scribes",)
Since the library collection of Georgetown-complex has perished completely, we are indeed fortunate in possessing the graffiti, which serve
as the only written record of the institution's visions and achievements
(with the exception of two Ubiquitous expressions-UTRAQUE UNUM
and AMDG-in a lost and as yet undeciphered language).
A stylus-type instrument seems to have been employed, with a
small but not overly sharp tip capable of simultaneous incision and
chromatic excretion. This instrument was applied at times to flat
wooden surfaces provided, apparently, for precisely that purpose ( one wonders at the affluence of this society that bestows upon its
scribes such durable, ,permanent, and expensive materials for so
fleeting expressions of what may have passed for wit), at times to
the seats themseives (evidence, one might add, of either extraordinary
contortive dexterity or an unspeakably bizarre method of applying
the instrument).
The subject matter of these graffiti is original in neither content
nor execution. Similar (and indeed, more artistically executed) material has been unearthed at the sites of athletic stadia, ancient transportation terminals, public lavatories, brothels, institutions of elementary and abnormal education, transient lodgings sewage outlets military installations (expecially draft centers), e~ployment offic~s, on
the fly-leaves of accepted doctoral dissertations, at the bases of viaduct
and bridge piers, on the fly-leaves of rejected doctoral dissertations
etc., etc., (cf. J. D. Pachyrrhynchus, Cumulative Directory of Ancient
V1dgarisms, Trivia, Scatology, and Obscenity, passim.) But what does
ast(;lUnd the Reiss excavator is, first, the unusual quantity of fact,
verIfied by carbon 14 testing, that the largest portion of them were
completed within only three years of the building's erection (it took
three generations to complete those in the White-Gravenor-, Copley,
and Poulton-complexes); and third, the mysterious disproportion between these graffiti and certain hieratic and educational emblems
found in positions of prominence elsewhere on the Georgetown-complex.
Such perplexities have not, however, daunted all of the excavators.
The most acceptable interpretation seems to be that of Prof. Otto von
Pfrap. Pfrap has clearly established that the Reiss-complex was employed primarily for the instruction in the then popular so-called natural
sciences. Pfrap goes on to suggest that the auditoria were used for
experiments in the training of large manual laborers, and that, further
more, these specimens were very likely simians, judging from the
('ontour and compressive strength of the seats and from the subjects'
foecal, genital, and mediodigital obsessions.
An alternate theory is offered by Pfrap: that the auditoria may
have been used for remedial therapy on classes of cretins, or, by what
was then called Induction to Psychological Conditioning by Repeated
Exposure to Stress, cretinism may have been actually induced in normal
subjects bored to the cracking point.
One of Pfrap's colleagues, Prof. Eugenio Pastacciaccio. a student
of comparative religions, reads the graffiti as the sacred scriptures
of a sect whose chief divinity was Cloaca, local river-goddess of the
Potomac.
Scholars are still loathe to give credence to the fantastic interpretation of the director of the excavation, Prof. Teiresias Phnarque,
(Contin,ued on Page 10)
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Fr. Bluett

(Continued from Page 9)
who believes the graffiti are nothing more than the offscourings of
promitive mentalities tolerated within an otherwise civilized society.
There are many arguments which militate against this theory. If
it were true, this would be the first society ever known to have lacked
that hallmark of all advanced cultures, the "figleaf factor", viz. the
urge born of shame to expunge the relics of its own aben'ation, immaturity, or depravity. That the responsible members of Georgetowncomplex did not remove the graffiti, if embarrassed by them, would
be incredible in view of the fact that chemical texts on the roofs of
all structures in the complex indicate a systematic program for the
periodic removal of starling-, dove-, crow-, and sparrow-droppings.
It would be equally incredible when one considers the capacity of the
auditoria and the obvious corollary-that they housed visitors for
important events, large numbers of them, many old enough to be
scandalized or young enough to be corrupted.
Observers with strong stomachs, low shock thresholds, courageous
gorges, and more than usual moral fortitude are invited to examine
what may prove to be the most compelling expressions yet known of
man's eternal struggle back to slime.

Sorry About That
(Continued from Page 8)

rectly responds to the fact of one man and what war had
done to him. Dr. Strangelove responds truly to the fact of
war.
I admit that I have quite arbitrarily linked laughter
with comedy, without distinguishing them better. Lack of
space prevents further exploration. Comedy is of course
part of art. Laughter, whether heard or not, is one of man's
possible response to 1t. And it would be a mistake already
made too often to alienate either man or art from each other.
Perhaps G. K. Chesterton expressed comedy best in
Orthodoxy when he said that Christ's response to His passion was to smile on man.

Dance
(Continued from Page 8)
genius and the instincts of an
animal. He has just knifed his
prostitute-mother to death, hoping
at the same time to destroy with
her "the killing ground" of the
world he was forced to live in.
And finally, there is Rosie, a
homely college girl, who has lost
her way on a trip to an abortionist.
An incongrous tiro? Perhaps. But
each of them, Hanley says, is all of
us. All three of them are hiding
and destroying: Glas, rejecting his
past, refuses to "get involved" or
take any notice of the world outside his little shop; Randall, a resisting his present, assumes a cape
and plays the cool Harlem role;
and Rosie, denying her future,
hides herself behind a red wig and
her career plans. But underneath
them all, each is a lonely, isolated
individual, refusing to accept the
responsibility life has imposed on
them (by their own choice) and be
a real person. And a real person
is not only true to himself, but a
part of humanity, linked by love
and suffering. That is Hanley's
point: the responsibility of assuming humanity (ourselves and
each other)-an awesome, sometimes terrifying, burden, but the
only way to survive on "the killing
ground."
Despite some line trouble, Billy
Dee Williams (Randall) gives an
emotionally-charged
performance
in an extremely difficult role. As
Glas, John Hillerman presents a
low-keyed and very effective portrait. And Sue Lawless (Rosie)
turns in the best performance,
laced with an earthy wit and a
superb stage presence. Director
Paul Melton has done a fine job,
and James Parker's set is excellent.
The Theater Club's new Artistic
Director, Davey Marlin-Jones, has
programmed an impressive line-up
of plays for the coming season.
They include Dos Passos' U.S.A.,
Romeo et Jeanette by Anouilh, and
Murray Schleigal's two delightful
one-acts, The Typist and The Tiger.
Following later will be the east
coast premier of T. S. Eliot's !list
play. The Elder Statesman, and
the season will close with a new
Tennesse~ Williams play, The Eccentricities of a Nightingale. Any
or all of them are well worth seeing, as well as the plays at Washington's other fine smaller theaters.
They may be short on seats, but
they're invariably long on spirit.
The immediacy and joy of the living theater are their gift as well
as their profit.
-J. D. McClatchy

Bambole
(Continued from Page 8)
suitable Latin-type with whom to
produce the Perfect Offspring.
Virna Lisi frustrates an amorous
spouse with a protracted phone
conversation with Mother, and
Gina Lollabrigida is out to get, by
hook or crook, the incredibly dense
nephew of a bishop at Vatican II.
She does, which should surprise nobody.
In all fairness, it must be admitted that Bambole is not quite
as sordid as its various plots sound.
The whole thing is done good naturedly. And why not? With all
the li1'a this movie's going to make,
who needs to worry about turning
the once promising Italian film industry into a European Hollywood?
Somebody better start.
-Mike Dorris

The Hill
(Continued from Page 8)
the very pit of the audience's
stomach. Ian Bannen and Michael
Redgrave, portraying officers that
want to open their eyes to reality
but see the light too late, handle
themselves admirably. This cast
deserves a medal for individual effort.
The men behind the credits have
also done their work to make this
picture a success. Drawing on his
own wartime experiences, and military exposes heretofore written
(The Brig, From Here to Eternity),
scenarist Ray Rigby illuminates
the frustration and degradation
of the individual when he must
submit to an authority that
shouldn't ever be ultimate. Rigby
emphasizes . this point by making
the only Field Grade officer in the
whole show a spineless idiot.
Taking his notes well, director
Lumet transforms Rigby's dialogue
sharply onto the screen. With surrealistic grunts and groans, fights
and arguments, Lumet elaborates
on the bitterness and hatred that
miscalculated army training will
cause in anyone. Some of Lumet's
direction may seem to lack verisimilitude; for example, the riot
scene proceeds in too orderly a
fashion, considering the extenuating circumstances and the prisoners' condition. By the end of the
movie, however, the viewer appreciates how well Lumet has spiraled
his scenes to culminate in a fantastic climax. For here the words
of the prisoners ring true to the
audience's ears: "We're the two
per cent, on the inside, and the
nice world outside doesn't care,
doesn't even ·know about us." By
sifting carefully through the grains
in The Hill, the outside world ought
now to know.
-Ge01'ge Shannon

(Continued from Page 1)
ing to find Fr. Bluett but were
hampered by the ever-thickening
smoke. A flashlight held by Fr.
Schweder did not prove to be of
help because the smoke was so
dense that the beam reached six
inches beyond the end of the flashlight.
After the rescue squad reached
the campus, oxygen was administered to Fathers Durkin, Gerald
Kernan, and Edward Nuthall, Superior of the Order, all of whom
suffered smoke inhalation. Fr. Kernan praised the efforts of the fire
companies in containing the fire
and in their efforts to revive Fr.
Bluett: "1 commend the Fire Department and all its auxiliaries,
for a first rate job."
Biography
Fr. Bluett was born March 11,
1905 in Philadelphia and entered
the Society of Jesus in 1922. He
l';tudied philosophy at Woodstock
and from 1929-1931 taught here at
Geogretown. He took his S.T.D. degree from the Gregorian University in Rome in 1937 and then
taught theology at Woodstock. He
then served as president of Loyola
High School in Baltimore, the Asst.
Director of the School of Labor Relations in Philadelphia, and as
President of St. Joseph's College in
Philadelphia from 1965-1962. From
1962 to 1964 he taught theology at
Georgetown, and retired this year
because of ill health.
Father was the author of numerous scholarly articles, especially in "Theological Studies." a quarterly journal published in the
United States.
Ed Note: Two facts are brought
out by the fire which resulted in the
death of Father Bluett: first, there
is a degree of uncertainty on the
behalf of the student body as to
whether the fire alarm systems are
directly connected to the Fire Department or whether an outside call
must be made to the department.
Secondly, there is a condition existing which could be catastrophic if
there were to be a major fire in the
Mulledy Building which would require the use of a ladder truck to
evacuate the Jesuits from the upper floors. As exemplified by this
last fire, the large ladder truck is
unable to enter the courtyard on
the south side of Mulledy because
of a large retaining wall south of
Maguire Hall. This wall protrudes
to such an extent that the large
truck was unable to maneuver around it. Since this wall does not
apparently serve any great funtional purpose, other than decorative, it should appear that the safety of the Jesuits is greater than a
pretty sandstone wall. As Father
Thomas Fitzgerald, Dean of the
College commented, "Something is
going to have to be done about it."
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Rubber Checks
(Continued from Page 1)
It was remarked by Mrs. Gallagher that the bank has made progress in trying to meet the student's banking needs. Not long
ago, thanks to Rev. Joseph Haller,
S . .1., Treasurer of the University,
the limit for cashing checks
was raised from 25 to 50 dollars.
Presently, bank officials are considering having banking hours on
Friday evening. In this way, they
hope to relieve the usual rush on
the bank every Thursday and Friday. During the interview it was
suggested to the bank that a third
window may be put in to use and
consequently ease some of the pressure upon the two other tellers.

This would also serve to shorten
the occasionally long lines.
According to the rules, "The student bank is operated as a convenience for the students." The word,
"convenience" is misunderstood by
many in .the student body. Mrs.
Gallagher stated that the student
bank is not a recognized bank nor
a member of the Federal Reserve
System. She continued that for this
reason checking accounts, interest
on savings, longer hours and other
services are not available.
During the course of the interview attempts to attract a branch
of a large bank such a sthe Riggs
National were discussed.
Mrs.
Gallagher remarked that the efforts
failed because of the likelihood of
insufficient business for the bank.

Readers and admirers of Atlas Shrugged and The Fountainhead
are invited to hear NATHANIEL BRANDEN deliver the opening
lecture of his series on OBJECTIVISM, the philosophy of

AYN RAND
Miss Rand will join Mr. Branden during the question period.
Adm. $3.50; students $2.75. Capacity limited. Doors open 6 p.m.
TUESDAY, OCT. 26, 7:30 P.M. SHOREHAM HOTel-EMPIRE ROOM
For Information: Contact NBl's Local Representative
Charles Sures, Phone: 587·3434, 1911 Lyttonsville Road, Silver Spring, Md.

Traditionally Personal
By Hunter Haig

Quadrangle Thefts
(Continued from Page 1)
All efforts to expose the person
or persons responsible have so far
been in vain. An attempt was made
to trace the serial numbers on the
food coupons taken, but this proved
unsuccessful. The general belief is
that unless there are further incidents, it will be very difficult, if
not impossible, to apprehend those
responsible for the earlier thefts.
It is noteworthy that all the incidents were confined to the first
two weeks, and no thefts have been
reported since then. It is believed
that the thief capitalized on the
confusion and large number of
strange faces during the first few
days but was afraid to strike after
the prefects and students became
a ware of the situation. In the
words of Bob Gaccione, Housemaster for the quad, "The thefts have
stopped, and I don't expect a recurrence because of student and
prefect awareness of the problem
and the difficulty involved in going
on the corridor without someone
realizing the presence of a strange
face." Gaccione also expressed the
hope that if the thief strikes again,
he will be caught.

The Lochheather Shetland sportcoating:
woven for Hunter Haig by an old Scottish
mill, selected by Hunter Haig with abiding respect for its leathery tones and traditional patterns. Tailored naturally in
good taste.
JACKETS 8.50 to $65
SUITS $75 to $90
SLACKS $17.95 upwards

ESTABLISHED

1930

Georgetown University Shop
36th &

N Streets, N.W.

FEDERAL 7-8100

L ______________________________

~
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THE DEAN'S LISTS-SPRING SEMESTER 1965
- COLLEGE-

JUNIORS
SENIORS
First Honors
First Honors
Carroll, John Terrence
Barrett, Robert James III
Clarke, John Robert
Carone, Patrick Francis
Druska, John Andrew
Reish, Joseph George
by Todd Poland
Kelty, Richard Harry
Leslie Edwards
The British Walkers, a Shaw,
Kissel, John Hubert
Wack, Thomas Edward
smash hit at last year's
Koeltl, John George
Second Honors
McClatchy, Joseph Donald Jr.
Spring Weekend, will return Betancourt, Roger Rene
Naylor, Michael William
Ralph Vincent
to Georgetown tom 0 r row Caputo,
Rocque, Vincent Joseph
Di Muzio, Kenneth Anthony
night as the highlight of the Loug-hner, Glen Warren
Stanhous, James Steven
Second Honors
Halloween Dance. Tickets for Miller, James William
Fitzpatrick, Philip James
Newman,
John
Marshall
the bash, scheduled to run from
Leonard, Eugene Leo
8:30-12:30, are on sale for $3.00 Phillips, Glenn Courtney
Perella, Frederick John
a couple. Sponsored by the Col- Schmidt, Ronald Edward
Swandic, James Robert
lege Class of '67, it will be held in
New South Cafeteria, and beer will
- SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONbe served.
Class ]966
Q.P.J.
Roger Altman, junior class vice- Martin, Joseph Read-2nd Honors ____________________________ 3.80
GAMBIT PLAYERS REHEARSE . . . for their forthcoming pr~
president, said of the British Cesani, Ramon Ricardo-3rd Honors __________________________ 3.58
duction. presented by the Senior Class of the College, in Gaston Walkers, "They are easily the Gilmartin, Thomas Daly-3rd Honors __________________________ 3.57
Hall, on the nights of Oct. 21, 22 and 24 at 8 :30, 8 :30 and 7 :00 finest non-weekend entertainment Ancipink, Orah Mae-3rd Honors ____________________________ 3.55
respectively. The play is written and directed by the team of Motta ever to apear at Georgetown." No Class 1967
and Murphy who so successfully present "571 BC" last year. The neophyte group this, for since their Segal, Alan Franklin-3rd Honors ____________________________ 3.56
cast and crew of the production have been drawn from all the under- success at last year's Spring vVeek- Class 1968
graduate schools of the University. Tickets are on sale now in the end, they have been featured en- Hirst, Stockton Taylor-1st Honors __________________________ 3.90
Walsh Area, New South and at the Stump. The cost ranges from tertainment at M Street's fabled Loeffler, Christopher-2nd Honors _____________________________ 3.84
Casco, David James-2nd Honors _____________________________ 3.66
$1.50 to $2.00.
Roundtable.
The Halloween Dance will also Fitzgel'ald, Paul Brice-2nd Honors __________________________ 3.66
mark a historic first for the British Schickler, Donald Joseph-3rd Honors ________________________ 3.50
Walkers -the initial appearance
- SCHOOL OF FOREIGN SERVICEat Georgetown of their English Class 1966
Bulldog, Jacqueline.
This fifth Chandler, Catherine A.-1st Honors __________________________ 3.91
British Walker, it is rumored, will Clement, Claude L.-Honors __________________________________ 3.68
not only lend a touch of authentic- Collins, Jan Kathleen-Honors ______________________________ 3.60
ity to the group, but will serve a Fegyveresi, Thomas-2nd Honors ____________________________ 3.85
functional purpose as well. J ac- Gallagher, Jane Helen-2nd Honors __________________________ 3.79
queline will tend bar at the dance Golab, Carol Ann-1st Honors ________________________________ 4.00
for as long as she is able to keep Kraemer, Joseph S.-Honors _________________________________ 3.57
up with the demands of the thirsty McMullen, Neil J.-lst HonS:lrs ________________________________ 4.00
Hoyas.
Rosenquist, Christine A.-Honors ____________________________ 3.62
l::-mith, Marsha Diane-Honors ________________________________ 3.70
Yena, Dennis Lee-Honors ___________________________________ 3.50
Class 1967
Blankmeyer, Eric Cole-Honors ______________________________ 3.70
Coston, Karen Patrice-2nd Honors __________________________ 3.78
DeCoster, Patricia E.-2nd Honors ______ ~ ____________________ 3.84
2. Angela's idea?
1. Talking to yourself?
Dwyer, Jeffry R.-Honors ____________________________________ 3.55
Elston, James Brandt--Honors _______________________________ 3.52
She says it will help
Rehearsing a speech.
English, Cheryl Ann-1st Honors _____________________________ 3.91
me develop a sense
I'm running for
Fansmith, John F.-2nd Honors ______________________________ 3.78
of responsibility.
President of the
Hurford, Elizabeth Ann-Honors _____________________________ 3.65
Student Council.
Matlon, Peter Joseph-Honors ________________________________ 3.71
McGonagle, Paul M.-Honors ________________________________ 3.60
McMillen, Richard L.-Honors ________________________________ 3.50
Nowak, Laura Anderson-2nd Honors ________________________ 3.75
Palladino, Raymond M.-Honors _______ .:. ______________________ 3.50
Richter, Patricia Ann-1st Honors ____________________________ 3.92
Salters, John Stanley-Honors ________________________________ 3.70
'\Vallenstein, Arthur M.-Honors ______________________________ 3.55
WiIairat, Kawin-Honors ____________________________________ 3.50
Zalla, Thomas M.-Honors ___________________________________ 3.58
Class 1968
Alexander, Susan Lynn-2nd Honors _________________________ 3.76
BRITISH WALKERS
Artuso, Lorraine-Honors ___________________________________ 3.66
Beane, Leonore Lambert--Honors ____________________________ 3.68
Bowers, Michael K.-Honors _________________________________ 3.66
Burns, Delfina P.-Honors ____________________________________ 3.63
Capra, James R.-2nd Honors _______________________________ 3.84
Carroll, Ann Solon-Honors __________________________________ 3.52
4. You have to give people a
3. 'What's your platform?
Clinton, William J-Honors __________________________________ 3.57
reason for voting for you.
Colotti, Raymond J.-Honors ________________________________ 3.50
Do I need one?
Grusheski, Edward F.-Honors ______________________________ 3.60
How about "A chicken
Every fall the U.S. Consti- Hussar, Robert Francis-Honors ______________________________ 3.68
in every pot"?
tution and Government class Jones, John Thomas-Honors ________________________________ 3.50
Gregory J.-Honors ________________________________ 3.73
(under the auspices of Dr. Kearney.
Laws, Michelina Mary-2nd Honors __________________________ 3.76
Walter I. Giles) is subjected Macapagal, Gloria-Honors __________________________________ 3.68
to an Advancement of Educa- McGee, Hugh J.-Honors _____________________________________ 3.50
Lawrence D.-Honors _________________________________ 3.52
tion Raffle, which differs from Mollin,
O'Neil, Jean Fayette-Honors ________________________________ 3.52
little old ladies' bingo games in Saba, Raul N.-Honors ______________________________________ 3.60
snide remarks, absence of china Savage, Susan-2nd Honors __________________________________ 3.76
gravy boats and bathroom clothes Wood, Susan Leland-2nd Honors ____________________________ 3.76
lines as prizes, and above all, by
the very nature that is a game of
- INSTITUTE OF LANGUAGES & LlNGUISTICSskill and not one of chance.
Class 66
Dr. Giles volunteered ten men Barth, Suzanne M.-lst Honors ______________________________ 3.91
(and old army practice he uses Denny, Kathleen M.-lst Honors ______________________________ 4.00
to prepare his students for ad- Guerra, Felicia-2nd Honors _________________________________ 3.83
ventures to come) to the execu- Smith, Charles O.-2nd Honors ______________________________ 3.78
tive raffle committee as vendors ViTalsh, Susan E.-2nd Honors ________________________________ 3.77
of tickets to fellow classmates. Cassaro, Karen K.-2nd Honors ______________________________ 3.76
6. Look, if you want to show
5. Already been used.
The gentlemen on the committee Ingram, David-2nd Honors _________________________________ 3.73
Angela you're responsible,
··Tippecanoe and
filtered through the aisles, hither, Ospina, Helena-2nd Honors __________________________________ 3.73
why not sign up for Living
Tyler too"?
thither, and yon, like will-o-the- McClellan, Suzan-2nd Honors _______________________________ 3.72
Insurance from Equitable.
wisp, as a n x i a u s s t u den t s Tackett, Roger D.-2nd Honors ______________________________ 3.71
It's one of the most
scrambled for the opportunity to Class 1967
responsible things you can
partake in this unique educational Bowmaster, Susan K.-lst Honors ____________________________ 4.00
do - because Living Insurance
exercise. Prizes ranged from Red- Tobias, Cynthia L.-lst Honors ______________________________ 4.00
will give your wife and kids
skins-Colts football tickets, through '\Vasilewski, Jacqueline-1st Honors __________________________ 4.00
solid protection.
transferrable invitations to an ex- Greenberg, Stephen J.-1st Honors ___________________________ 3.92
"I would rather be
clusive cocktail party, (thus add- Maraventano, Sally-2nd Honors _____________________________ 3.77
right than President."
ing a monetary value to the vic- Maresca, Rosemarie-2nd Honors _____________________________ 3.75
tors' spoils) and forty used books, Colrick, Jeanne M.-2nd Honors ______________________________ 3.70
donated by the Government Depart- Pette, Terry C.-2nd Honors __________________________________ 3.70
ment, as personated by the gener- Class 1968
For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
Babka, Julie A.-1st Honors _________________________________ 3.91
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
ous Dr. Giles.
The game of skill mustered suffi- Fiorini, John E.-1st Honors _________________________________ 4.00
write: Patrick Scollard, !\{anpower Development Division.
cient funds to finance a consider- Bounds, Marcella-1st Honors ________________________________ 3.91
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
able enhancement of the reserve Glancey, Ann B.-1st Honors _________________________________ 3.91
Hom!! Office: 128.5 Ave. of the Americas. New York. N. Y. 10019 CEquitable 196,5
shelf for the good Doctor's class, Lineburgh, D.-2nd Honors __________________________________ 3.87
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Mills, Maurice-2nd Honors __________________________________ 3.87
(Continued on Page 12)

Governmental Class
Subjected to Raffle;
Dr. Giles Barkers
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Soft-Sell Boosters
Give SAC Money
In Spirit Display

Gile's Raffle

W -G Facilities

(Continued from Page 11)

(Continued from Page 6)
bastion of male supremacy. All is
reminiscent of railroaders talking
about the days of high iron.
Alas, White-Gravenor's tribute to
days of elegant taste have given
way to flashier, more functional
facilities.
Some
afternoon
of
nothing to do, the student should
descend to the bowels of W -G and
ponder what generous and bountious beauty he would inherit in
Georgetown's traditions, had not
the Development Office been fettered by the common chains of
budgets.

thus lightening the already staggering load of book costs for the
average Hoya. Other prizes included: a case of Black Horse Ale,
a case of Budweiser, one bottle of
champag'ne, four bottles of wine,
a book autographed by Robert
Kennedy, fort y supplementary
reading books, eight tickets to a
private cocktail party, seven tickets
to the
Colts-Redskins football
game, a shirt from the Georgetown University Shop, a dinner
from the 1789, a dinner from the
Carriage House, a membership to
the Society for Advancement of
Management, three' tickets to a
horse show, two tickets to the St.
(Continued from Page 1)
John's basketball game, two tickets
to the Holiday Tournament in New
Smoke damage also appeared to
York.
be light, although the smoke did

Med School Fire

Thursday, October 21, 1965
have a nauseating odot· which made
Reveral of the firemen slightly ill,
but fortunately ambulances which
had been called were not needed.

Nightclub on Campus

Featuring

The Glen Coves
DARNALL HALL
Saturday

$2.50 per Couple

Popular Magazine
of the Arts
-

the journal"RIDDLE:

How can you tell

a Great Society man from
an old iOAey? Answer: Ask
him to identify·U.S. Grant.'
11 the answeris'a Civil War
general' he's a certified o.f.;

TYPING
481·5135

if he says ~a federal sub#
sidy,' lie's
f ...... f •••• opyo'th.
a O. S. for ... ' .. lIt h, ... of 1'1 ....
TIONALREVIEW....It.
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National Symphony
HOWARD MITCHELL, Music Director

Outstanding Value
in Musical Entertainment

The Georgetown University
College Student C 0 U n c i I
Booster Club proudly presented, through the a d e p t
han d s of Yard President
Frank Keating, a check to the

Assurance
The club in collecting the money
was assuring the University of the
great spirit which exists among
the students. The upperclassmen,
according to the chief collector
Fran Bodkin, were very willing to
give while some reluctance was
shown by the Frosh who were going through "the lines" for the
first time.
The committee said it would like
to express their graditude to Frank
Keating, President of the Yard, for
signing all five hundred and sixtyone cards personally.
The money will be used for new
equipment and to cover some of
the expenses incurred d uri n g
Georgetown's
Sec 0 n d Annual
Homecoming Weekend of the modern era.
Plans are already in the making
for next years effort which will include a canvasing of the dorms
and a greater plea for Freshman
support.

to Georgetown's

No, one was injured in the fire
and physical damage was kept to
a mininlum by the quick work of
the Fire Department. Although the
exact amount of the damage is not
known yet, university
officials
stated that they would have an insurance estimate by Monday.

BOOSTERS

Student Athletic Committee for the
football team in the amount of
$561. This draft was the money
raised by the club at Registration
this year.
"Hardy Few"
Fran Bodkin, John Kelly, "Clem"
Maloney and Bill Catherwood with
the assistance of Linda Blood and
Nancy Peters braved three days of
insurgent students in a very successful attempt to raise money for
the football team. The records
show that last year after an attempt of the same nature only
$180 was raised over a period of
a month. Successful tactics were
credited by the Committee members most of whom have very
strong gripes as the reason for the
large financial accumulation. In
fact the only real sales resistence
was met when a gentleman identified later as a Secret Service
agent declined on the grounds that
he was not a student.
Dick Williams
accepted the
money at the College Council
meeting, Sunday before last, on behalf of the Student Athletic Comniittee.

PLEASE Contribute

NATIONAL SYMPHONY COUPON BOOK
for Students & Military
II CONCERTS for $9.95

You Choose from These Concerts

fight it.

PIANISTS
Rubinstein -+c Serkin -+c Barenboim
Entremont i< Watts -+c Votapek i< Darre

Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper.
Mistakes don't show. A mis·key completely disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In IOO·sheet packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments.

Menuhin

-+c

VIOLINISTS
-+c Gutnikov -+c

Francescalli

Perlman

CONDUCTORS
Mitchell
Jalas

-+c
-+c

Leinsdorf -+c Barzin -+c Martinon
Geisler -+c Dorati -+c Scherchen

CELLIST
Rostropovich

ORCHESTRAS
National -+c Boston -+c Chicago
COUPON BOOKS AVAILABLE FROM
UNIVERSITY INFORMATION OFFICE, NEW SOUTH LOBBY
Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 4 p.m.
or at the NATIONAL SYMPHONY BOX OFFICE
Campbell's, 1108 G Street, N.W.
NA 8-7332

brisk, bracing
the original
spice·fresh lotion! 1.25

livelier lather
for really smooth shaves!
1.00

j

)

lasting freshness
glides on fast,
never sticky! 1.00

)
Learn Europe from behind the counter.

25000 JOBS
IN EUROPE
Luxezn.bourg-Each student
applicant l'eceives a $; 250 travel grant and a paying job
in Europe such as office, factory, sales, resort, farm work,
etc. Send $ 2 (for handling
and airmail) to Dept. 0, American Student Information
Service, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
for a 36-page booklet giving
all jobs, details and travel
grant application forms.
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SHAVE

LoTIO"

SHULTON

@N&h ... With that crisp, clean masculine aroma!
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DaDaVT'S
(Movies)

;BSO AI Street, N.W.
l'cle:phone: (202) 33J..3811

HAVE YOU MET YOUR MATCH?

WHAT 15 THIS THING
CALLED GROOVY'S?
Groovy's is movies in a great new Georgetown night spot3350 M Street, NW., near 34th Street. Feature length films are
shown in Washington's first and only cinematheque. You enjoy
drinks, snacks and smoking during the million dollar entertainment . • . stars like Bogart, Bergman and Bardot. Before and
after each film, you can work out your inner tensions on the
discotheque dance floor in front of the giant screen.
Owned and managed by Georgetown alumni, Groovy's Movies
is the biggest entertainment bargain in Washington. There is
never a cover charge or admission charge. Just a small minimum
of two dollars per person from Sunday thru Thursday nights,
fifty cents more on Friday and Saturday. Free parking in the
rear of the building for Groovy's customers. Free popcorn, too!
See these award winning flicks in the next few weeks:
Now thru Sat., Oct. 23
Danny Kaye-Elsa Lanchester

INSPECTOR GENERAL
Sun., Oct. 24 thru Tue., Oct. 26
Kim Novak-Jack Lemmon

PHFFT!
BOGART FEST'V AU
Wed., Oct. 27 thru Sat., Oct. 30
Humprey Bogart-Jose Ferrer

Do the college students you've dated posses some but not all of
the qualities that appeal to you? Enjoy this semester dating those students who meet your specifications and share your interests. Begin
the year with a better measure of social security. If you can describe
your ideal dates, we think we can find them.
A note of special interest to Georgetown students . . . although
Operation Match has only been on campus for a few days, response
has been highly favorable. We sincerely hope that the procrastinators
will be moved to action before the termination of the program.

OTHER PARTICIPATING COLLEGES INCLUDE:
Trinity
George Washington
American
Marymount
Mount Vernon
Maryland
Mary Washington
Hood
Mt. Saint Mary's
Immaculata
Catholic
Mariorie Webster
Navy
Montgomery J.C.

THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS OCTOBER 25, 1965

Operation Match
The British Walkers!
Tomorrow Night
Halloween Dance

THE CAINE MUTINY
Sun., Oct. 31 thru Tue., Nov. 2
Humphrey Bogart-Peter Lorre

PASSAGE TO MARSEILLES
Wed., Nov. 3 thru Sat., Nov. 6
Humprey Bogart-Edward G. Robinson
Lauren Bacall-Claire Trevor

KEY LARGO

THE
MARYKNOLL

Sun., Nov. 7 thru Tue., Nov. 9
Humphrey Bogart-Lauren Bacall

DARK PASSAGE

FATHERS

Wed., Nov. 10 thru Sat., Nov. 13
Humphrey Bogart-Lauren Bacall
Dorothy Malone

THE BIG SLEEP
Sun., Nov. 14 thru Tue., Nov. 16
Humphrey Bogart-Bette Davis
Leslie Howard

PETRIFIED FOREST
Wed., Nov. 17 thru Sat., Nov. 20
Humphrey Bogart-Ida Lupino

THE CATHOLIC
FOREIGN MISSION
SOCIETY OF AMERICA

HIGH SIERR.A.
Sun., Nov. 21 thru Tue., Nov. 23
Humphrey Bogart-Edward G. Robinson
Ralph Bellamy-Ann Southern

BROTHER ORCHID

Rev. Gera1'dMcCrane,
M.M.

Wed., Nov. 24 thru Sat., Nov. 27
Humphrey Bogart-Lauren Bacall

TO HAVE AND HA VE NOT
Sun., Nov. 28 thru Tue., Nov. 30
Humphrey Bogart-Bette Davis
Edward G. Robinson

KID GALLAHAD
Wed., Dec. 1 thru Sat., Dec. 4
Humphrey Bogart-Sidney Greenstreet
Peter Lorre-Mary Astor

THE MALTESE FALCON

Rev. Blase Bonpane,
M.M.

3826 W Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007

FE 7-4741

After-Shave, $3.50, Cologne $4.00
Available at these campus stores:

THE TRADITIONAL SHOP
CAMPUS MEN'S WEAR
THE RED HANGER SHOP

The Hecht Co.
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Letters
(Continued from Page 4)

Watts

unsuccessfullY to present their
grievances to Cardinal McIntyre.
During the riots he commented
that "~he uprising has seemingly
been wIthout the presentation of
grievances for adjudication and
settlement."
The Los Angeles County Human
Relations Commission after assessing th~ problem fiv~ years ago,
stated In a report that racial tensions were likely to explode in the
area. They missed the probable
starting point by a block and a
half.
Faced with these obstacles it is
no wonder that such a riot broke
out in the Watts district. Dr. Harold W. Jones, Physian-in-charge of
the L.A. County Department of
Mental Health interviewed thousands of the people arrested in the
riot. He said afterward that "those
Negroes who participated in the
riots feel morally right about what
they have done. They look upon it
as a revolt rather than a riot and
therefore subject to a different value system. They see their insurrection as an opportunity to
achieve dignity and self-respect."
Even though Los Angeles may
be better than Harlem, it is still
not up to the proper standards of
living that should be afforded every
human being. These people live in
their tenements, their outmoded
shacks, in their forced ghettos and
witness the rapid rise of prosperity
and decrease in unemploymentunemployment among the whites
only. In July of this year, the unemployment rate of the Negro male
went up from 5.7% to 6.5'70 and
the unemployment among the Negro women rose from 7.8% to
8.8%. The overall unemployment
rate for nonwhites is once again
double that for the work force as
a whole at 9.1%.
What can we do as Georgetown
students? Georgetown University
Community Action Program (GUCAP) is presently sponsoring many
projects which reach rig~"lt into the
Negro Community and attempt to
help improve their spirit, work
with them in their cause for social
justice, and try to better human
relations on the whole. I should
hope Mr. Tom Patrick is working
on one of these projects. How many
others of Georgetown are willing to
accept this challenge and see what
poverty really is. It was not until
I actually went into the Negro
community in Georgia and felt
their oppression and understood
their problems first hand while
working for my newspaper, The
Georgia Bulletin, that I truly understood why such a thing as the
Los Angeles Riots could happen.
The situation for them is the same
everywhere only in varying degrees. How soon before others realize that all is not as rosy as it
seems?
Peter K. Ilchuk
SFS

To the Editor:
I was very displeased to see that
The HOY A printed Tom Patrick's
comments on the Watts area riots
in the column entitled "Georgetown
I~ternational." Although he is entItled to his views, his rather onesided and somewhat rosy opinion is
not all together consistent with
good jou~:nalistic practice and
Christian goodwill.
In particular, there are a few
points I would like to comment on.
The general reader, uninformed of
the true situation in Los Angeles
would gather that the Negroe~
there are living in a lovely, suburban development, instead of the
pov.erty stricken ghetto of old, diI~PIda.ted houses that is the real
SItuatIOn. Let me mention a few
facts gathered by the Los Angeles
County Human Relations Commission. 87% of the houses were built
before 1939 and 22 percent are deteriorated or dilapidated' two
thirds of the adult resident~ have
less than a high school education'
lar~e swamps produced by clogged
drams and poor lighting remain
for great lengths of time before
being corrected, if at all; and the
area has the lowest income in the
county. Not exactly the rosy picture of wonderful life for the Negro pictured by your writer.
These Negroes went to California hoping for racial equality and
fair housing and equal job opportunity. But what did they find?
They moved from a ,ghetto in another part of the country to the
Los Angeles ghetto, Watts. Mr.
Patrick considers that these Negroe~ should be counting their
blessmgs rather than rioting. Even
with ~hree Negroes on the City
CouncIl and one on the Civilian Police Commission, laws are passed
against them.
Proposition 14 which eliminated
any possibility of a law guaranteeing fair housing to appear on
the California books was approved
by a citizen referendum. What
could the Negro do to prevent it
being only 13.5% of the population
and even less of the electorate?
Even the Church, which should
be the first to take up the cause of
r~ghteousness and justice, is laggIng far behind in Los Angeles.
Cardinal James Francis McIntyre
archbishop of Los Angeles, would
not speak out OJ;l Proposition 14 because he considered it a political
not a moral issue. Father John V:
Coffield, who left the Los Angeles
Archdiocese on December 28 of last
year as a protest over Cardinal
McIntyre's racial policies, said in
a press conference at that time
"Proposition 14 is the white man'~
declaration of defensive warfare
against the Negro in California
leaving him very little hope fo;
change."
A year before the riot this same
Retreats
priest with some semina~ians went
To
the
Eclitor:
in to the Watts district to live and
There seems to be a new atmoswork among these people. He said
in a special article to the National phere of liberal Catholicism at
Catholic Reporter on August 25 Georgetown University. Existent1965:
' ialism is objectively explained in
"We had taken a survey and theology class. Heidegger is an alfound less than one family in a ternative to epistemology. Commithundred belonged to any civil ments to civil rights and other
rights or Negro civic organiza- social questions are preached in
tions. Some of the seminarians Dahlg;en sermons. A photograph
and myself lived in one of the of Tellhard de Chardin is in the
dilapidated tenements in the par- Dean's office. And all that other
ish to carryon our survey and good stuff.
T~e Student Activities Budget,
have more intimate contact with
our brothers. It was one of the publIshed October 7, indicates, that
richest experiences of my priest- when you come right down to the
hood. If I hadn't gone to dwell real nitty-gritty of Who's got the
with them, I would not have Power, the above picture is false.
known the terrible conditions Undergraduates Retreats receive
they lived in, and how little effect 20 r/r, $26,000.00, of the $134,852.00
their lonely protests to City Hall pie. I assume it does take $26,000.00
to operate the retreats. I also ashad."
He also said that it is regrettably sume the retreats are economically
easy to live among the poor and profitless. My point is I think the
not really know their life. Too $26,000.00 would be morC! effective
often our Catholic pastor:> hardly and better utilized by other activknow their parishioners, much less ities, particularly by the activities
their state of affairs and living oriented toward social questions. It
conditions.
is my opinion that when the reaThe Church in Los Angeles does soning behind retreats joins the
not even recognize the Catholic Hu- reasoning of compulsory daily
man Relations commission. Eight- Mass in remembered traditions
een months before the breakout in this new atmosphere is that much
Watts, a group of Negroes tried closer to becoming an environment.

The allocation of $26,000.00 to
finance mass contemplation in a
world of action is noble and good.
But, does the Christian solution of
today's problems lie in the direction
of a retreat?
Yours dncerely,
William F. Clark
College, '66

14(b)
To the Editor:
The repeal of Section 14B of the
Taft-Hartley Law is an important
national issue. I was glad to see it
?iscussed in Th.e HOY A even though
It was a one-sIded discussion. May
I present some points for the other
side? Columnists Mitchell and Crosby ~ssert,. "t~e average weekly
earnmgs In rIght-to-work states
has increased by 46.8% in the last
decade compared to only 42.80/0 in
the union-shop states." This may
be true, but it is also true that the
nineteen agricultural states that
have right-to-work laws are far
!ower in their average per capita
mcome than the other thirty-one
states and the District of Columbia. The other thirty-one jurisdictions without right-to-work laws
were already high in their income
before the rate of advance percentage was measured.
Most of the states where industry and commerce have grown fastest, and prospered most, have no
"right-to-work" law. There is no
"right-to-work" law, for instance,
in such big industrial states as
New York, California, Michigan
Ohio, Illinois, Pennsylvania, and
Massachusetts-to name only a
few.
In Massachusetts, for example,
members of both parties of the legislature joined to defeat a "rightto-work" law proposal by a vote of
one hundred and ninety to two.
In Mississippi, factory workers
earned an average of sixty-eight
dollars a week in 1963. Per capita
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personal income-the average personal income of every man, woman
and child-in that "right-to-work':
law state ,,:as only $1,390 a year,
the lowest m the nation.
In "right-to-work" S-outh Carolina, the average weekly earnings
of factory workers were seventy
dollars a week in 1963. They were
seventy-three dollars in Georgia
another "right-to-work" state. Th~
national average in the same year
was ninety-nine dollars and sixtythree cents ($99.63).
Per capita personal income in
South Carolina was $1,588 for the
year, and in Georgia it was $1,864.
These per capita figures are far
below the national average of
$2,449. They illustrate the point
that right-to-work laws are not
making states rich.
The central issue behind the
"right-to-work" laws is "which
course should the government
take?" It seems to me that there
are only three courses. First, it can
compel all union members to join
labor organizations of their industry or craft. Second, it can compel
the open shop by forbidding labor
and management to sign union
shop contracts. Third, it can keep
hands off. In other words, if a company and a union agree voluntarily
that all employees represented by
the union must become members,
the government would leave them
free to do so.
The first two approaches are extremes, as the late Senator Taft
once pointed out. With a few exceptions, the last approach, a middle of the road course, has been a
traditional American policy. It allows the maximum liberty for union and management to operate
free of state interference by law.
The arguments in favor of repeal of 14B are complex because
the law itself is complex. A clear
argument arises from a look at the
organizations that promote open

A button· down in a basket weave.
(Something old, something new.)
This Arrow shirt gives you best of
both worlds. (1) A long-pointed
collar role in the most authentic
tradition. (2) A husky-looking
basket weave that updates
ordinary oxford. For other
interesting features, check the
tapered body; back pleat and
loop; back collar button. Lots of
unusual stripes to choose from.
$5.00. You expected to pay more?

Bold New Breed from

~ARROW.~

shop laws. There is not one single
labor union that supports open
shop laws. On the national level the
principal sponsors of these laws
are the National Association of
Manufacturers, the United States
Chamber of Commerce, and the
National Right to Work Committee. On the state level, local affiliates of these organizations get support from the Farm Bureau which
in many areas is run by farm organizations and food processors
ratl-er than farmers.
Underlying this controversy between unions and management is
the bloody fact that unions cannot
exist unless they are big enough
and strong enough to bargain effectively with big management.
Weakening unions through "rightto-work" laws exposes workers to
exploitation. It is no coincidence
that labor standards are lower in
"right-to-work" states.
Robert Barrett
College '66

Speaking Forum
To the Editor:
A committee has been established to form a public speaking
forum in Washington similar to
Washington Square in New York
and Hyde Park Corner in London.
Speakers will gather at some place
such as Dupont Circle on Sunday
afternoon and will be permitted to
speak on any topic. A number of
political, civil rights, anti-civil
rights, peace and student groups
have expressed an interest in seeing this project carried out. Any
person or organization interested
should contact:
Washington Forum Committee,
P.O. Box 165, Falls Church, Va.
22046.
Edward Murray
Washington Forum Committee
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Sophs Bash Freshmen
Despite Tough Team

Lone-Living Lynch
Studies at CU Law;

Maintains Condition
Do old Hoyas die? If Joe
Lynch, Georgetown's harrier
par excellence last year, is a
typical case in point, then
they don't--in any sense.
Lynch, a 1965 graduate
with a History major, is now a
student at Catholic University Law
School. His base of operations is
an efficiency in Virginia, where he
lives alone.
Three or four times a week Lynch
is awakened by his alarm at 6:30.
After running about five miles in
and around the GU campus and
the "Nature Trail," .Joe has breakfast at Whalen's before class at
nine o'clock, at Catholic U.
Until Olympics

SLIPSHOD BLOCKING . . . as onrushing defenders force hapless
ball carrier over the chalk line.

The Sophs, functioning more and more like a unit
with each game, displayed an explosive offensive in thumping the Frosh 26-8 last Saturday at Kehoe Field. In the
opening moments of the initial period, the winners took the
ball on their own 42 and drove steadily down the field with
Sam Ianacone bulling over from the four yard line. At this
juncture, the sparse crowd
Sailors Need Wind expected to settle back and
witness an unmerciful hanTo Finish Fourth;
dling of the freshmen. What
occurred in the ensuing two
Frosh Seek Spot
and a half quarters is still a
by Paul Disario
mystery to those present. Out of
The G U Sailing Associa- nowhere the Frosh hit that perfect
medium of being charged-up while
tion gained in the Mid-Atlan- retaining their poise. The Frosh,
tic championships by qualify- marvelously unaware of their uning last weekend in the south- derdog billing, pressing for an uphad come on strong after the
er narea eliminations at the set,
Sophs drew first blood to dominate
N a val Academy. Skippers the action. With Bruce Simmons
Tom Curtis and Paul McLaughlin,
with Pete Ward and Tom Stehling
tending sheets in crew position,
sailed erratically to a fourth place
behind Navy, Drexel, and Penn.
Curtis, Hoya A division skipper,
started slowly, and never quite
warmed enough, to the Severn's
sailing conditions and Navy's Skip
.Jacks, to overtake the leaders. B
division skipper Paul McLaughlin
fared somewhat better.
Improvement
On Saturday morning, a light
southerly prevailed and gradually
increased to a strong fifteen knot
nor'westerly. As the wind's velocity
strengthened so did the Hoya mariners' sailing, moving them up from
their poor initial position. Saturday's conditions prevailed on Sunday and the Georgetown skippers
were able to maintain their fourth
position and qualify for next
month's championships.
Next weekend the Sailing Association's yearling skippers, victors
in last week's frosh regatta at
Navy, will travel to the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy in New
York to race in the southern area
eliminations and for a position in
the mid-atlantic frosh championships. The Sailing Association
hopes that frosh skippers Pete
Kelly and Foster Mellen will repeat last year's freshman performance and become the fall champions.
If the~T qualify in next week's
event, they will have a chance to
prove their mettle in the MAISA
(Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate
Sailing Association) fall freshman
c: hampionships.

.J oe says he would "like to keep
running until '68," and his spirit
is amply illustrated by the rigorous
workout he goes through every
afternoon under the supervision
of GU Coach Steve Benedek.
Coach Benedek joked that .Joe
didn't have any pressure on him
this year in the way of meets, but
Lynch does plan to run for the
New York Athletic Club later this
year, certainly in the AA U Championships in Van Cortland Park on
Nov. 27.

Tony Ebben

Go Frosh
In defense of the Frosh, they are
tough and rapidly getting tougher.
Experience is their only lack, and
very possibly it was the difference
in their game last Saturday. With
standouts such as Bruce Simmons,
Bob Davis, and others the leagues
newest entry will make a helpful
contribution to the NYU and Fordham games.

by Jim Woods
The league leading Junior Class Football Team defeated
the Seniors 12 to 0 last Friday to make their record this
season two wins against no losses. Tony Lauinger scored
both the touchdowns for the Juniors in a game which was
not particularly impressive on either side. The game was
much closer than the score indicates for, although the Juniors won the game, the Seniors
control of the ball
Frosh Coach Lopata most. had
of the time and very
nearly scored on two occaForsees Transition
sions.
Of High School Guns The first score in the game
came early ip the beginning period
by Larry Finerock
when the .Juniors got the ball on

Lack of b a c k c 0 u r t and
height seems to be the predominant problem of the
freshman baskbetball team
for the 1965-66 season. But
this is nothing new for sec-

exhibiting remarkable aerial accuracy and Bob Davis leaving sophomore tacklers grasping at air the
loosers surged ahead on a four
yard plunge by .Joe Duckett and a
successful conversion.

Then it was all squarely up to
the sputtering sophomore offense,
and they responded with the coolness and efficiency that will make
them tough opposition in the leagues finale against the .Juniors next
week. Shipp a, taking over the controls at his own thirty-five, started
to blend the elusive end-running of
Tony Ebben with his own pin point
passing and the march was on. In
the face of such adversity the
freshmen reacted like the undersized and under experienced underclassmen they were. Shippa, behind
crisp blocking brought his mates
down to the one yard line 'where he
sent Ebben in for the score. Unfortunately, the Frosh did not react
to the disaster with the same aplomb as their conquerors, and
twice in the closing moments the
Sophs tallied on runs by Ebben
and Frederick from short range,
to roll up the final margin.

Juniors Defeat Peers
To Extend Win Skein

STEVE AND JOE
His studies do not suffer because
of his schedule, he feels. "I study
in between classes on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, instead
of goofing off-then I have the
afternoon free to run." Joe also
spends much of his weekends in the
library.
Bright Spots
Looking back over his career at
Georgetown, especially his big victory at the Boston Knights of Columbus track meet last January,
Lyn:h hopes to attain that same
form that served him so well before.
Joining Lynch on the NYAC
team this November will be some
pretty fine runners in .John McConnell, the Irish (4:07) miler,
and also in John Kamien (4:01).
Another possible teammate, who
will definitely run indoors this
winter for the NYCA is Ed Duchini, Georgeto ...vn's best in the
880 and 600 last year.
With his eyes set somewhat to
the South, Joe Lynch may run all
the way up the Sierra Madre
Mountains to Mexico City and the
seventeenth Olympic Games.

ond-year coach Ed Lopata who had
the same experience last year.
Lopata pointed Clut that the
major problem in the transition
from high school to college is the
developing of "team players" rather than "shooters." Players that
were stand-out scorers in high
school will find this especially
difficult.
The rebounds of Jim Supple and
Rick Cannon, both 6'4", will be
needed while there will be a search
for a guard who can· become the
proverbial "take charge" player.
The offense and defense will develop from the fundamentals which
...vill take precedence during the
first weeks of practice.
The schedule indicates a wealth
of teams capable of giving the
young Hoyas rugged competition.
The opening game with the American University fresh on December
2 will unfold a season complete
with such foes as DeMatha and
Mackin High Schools, the Maryland University and George Washington University frosh, and Fort
Belvoir. A distinct home-court advantage will be present as 12 of the
18 games will be played here.
Coach Lopata, a third year law
student at Georgeto .......n and a former Hoya .captain, expressed his outlook for the coming season as
·'cautious." With 25 aspirants vying for the remaining 10 positions
on the team, he hopes to find the
best personnel to build around
Supple and Cannon, his "skyscrapers."

an ineffectual punt at the 35 yard
line. They drove to the 15 in three
plays and on the fourth play
Lauinger went over for six points.
The PAT attempt failed.
Retialiata
The Seniors then took over after
the kick-off and marched all the
waY from their own 20 to the
Ju~ior 2 yard line. Then, in spite
of the poor showing that the Junior
line made during most of the game,
it made a goal line stand that
succeeded in keeping the Seniors
from scoring.
Instrumental in
holding the Seniors out of the
Junior end zone was Jeff Rettaliata
who made an outstanding tackle
which put the Seniors back on the
5 yard line.
Inadequate Play
After the Juniors got the ball
back, they moved to the 45 of the
Seniors before the half ended. Until the last series of calls at the
end of the 2nd quarter, the Junior
had run only seven plays during
the entire first half.
The second half was also marked
by rather inadequate play by both
teams.
P.A.T.
The ball changed sides several
times during the third quarter
before the Seniors managed to get
into scoring territory. Once again,
however, they were unable to score.
The sporadic Junior line toughened
up and held out the anxious
Seniors.
From here on the teams traded
the ball back and forth between
themselves until Lauinger went
over again in the very last minutes
of the fourth quarter. Once again
the PAT attempt failed and the
score was Juniors, 12 and the
Seniors, O.
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Baseballers Lose Two O'Reilly Leads Harriers
In Penn State Victory;
In Last Fall Appearance 'eam to Meet Marines

Sportscope

by John Bellizzi

by Joe O'Brien
The Georgetown c r 0 s S
country team, led by Eamon
O'Reilly, defeated Penn State Why Football?
need for Intercollegiate Football is based on much
in a tight contest on Penn moreGeorgetown's
than the simple fact that students want it. The whole University
States course Saturday. It community needs Football to provide an esprit de corps for its members
was a tighter race than anti- to rally behind and be proud of.

DICK ARUBA . . . fans the breeze as Hoyas loose a doubleheader to
George Washington.

by Bill Mayer
In what might have been their last Fall appearance,
the Georgetown University baseball team took the field
against Geol'ge Washington University in a double-header
on Kehoe Field. However, when darkness caused the early
finish of the second game the Hoya team had gone down to
defeat twice by the scores of 2-1 and 3-2.
The first game saw Jim
Gadigan of Georgetown going
CU Basketball Team against Charlie Boone of
George Washington. The CoEarns Holiday Fest; lonials
jumped off to a quick
1-0
lead
when Joe Lalli walked
Seeks Better Record
by Stephen O'Toole

The Georgetown University basketball team began
practice for its 1965-66 season last Friday under the
direction of Coach
Tom
O'Keefe. The squad, probably

and went to third on a wild pitch.
He scored seconds later on an infield out. Georgetown tied the
score when catcher Greg Gibaldo
tripled in the second inning and
scored on an infield hit by shortstop Tony DeCrecenzo.

Ever since Intercollegiate Football died at Georgetown in 1950,
cipated against one of the best college teams the Hoyas face this school spirit has been lacking and Alumni participation in school
events has been minimal. This drought ended for one brief moment
year.
late last November when Georgetown again took up the pigskin in
Eamon
Intercollegiate Football against the Violets of N.Y.U. The amazing
The starting pace was slow to enthusiasm of the students was evident in the great interest and
medium for the first mile; O'Reilly attendance at all the events of Homecoming Weekend. The Alumni
was forced to the rear of the pack returned to their Alma Mater in numbers reminiscent of the great
in the scuffling for position, but days of Georgetown's football history. For many of the Alumni it
soon gained the lead and stayed .vas their first trip back since Georgetown dropped football fifteen
years ago.
there.
The N.Y. U. game served as the unifying force between the students
Linksmen
and Alumni, proving the needed Esprit de corps could become a reality
Two miles into the race the at Georgetown.
Hoyas had four men in front of Why an increased schedule?
If football is a must at Georgetown, two important aspects of this
the pack; they held those places
for nearly the entire race. Near program must emphasized. It will be low-budgeted, non-scholarship
the end of the course, which is two football, and, eventually, will have to be increased to an eight game
and one half miles in the rough of schedule. School spirit and student·alumni interest in football cannot
Penn State's golf course, Penn be sustained by yearly novelty. It needs genuine and enduring enState runners Leuthold and Peiffer thusiasm. The student-alumni involvement in last years game was
overcame Paul Perry and Rick based mainly on the fact that it was football and if this enthusiasm is
Urbina to take second and third to continue, the schedule must be expanded.
There are two main objections to this plan. Some critics would
behind O'Reilly. George Sajewicz,
who was a doubtful starter due to suggest that if an increased schedule of football games were adopted
an injury incurred during the sum- it would probably deal the death blow to the Intramural Program.
mer, finished a surprisingly strong After all they would have us believe that perhaps one half of the one
seventh. Jim McDermott finished hundred participants would be denied the right of playing the game.
But with only 60 people at daily practice, half of them don't seem to
ninth.
play anyhow.
The other objection concerns itself with the possible financial risk
in an expanded football program. But even though the success of the
N.Y.U. game-in terms of financial as well as moral-cannot be elevated
to the status of general and absolute law, it should serve to silence the
reflex-criticism of the feasibility of full-schedule student football at
Georgetown. With this in mind gradual expansion would seem to
envolve only a minimal financial risk.
The future lies therefore not with an intramural season capped
with a few games late in November but with a full season of lowbudgeted non-scholarship football.

Basketball; The Coming Season

Bud

Lalli singled in the third and
later scored what was to be the
decisive run as George Washington won the first game, by the
score of 2-1. Gadigan, a sophomore, who has been plagued with
a sore arm pitched five strong
innings allowing only two hits.
Bud Zimmer pitched two perfect
Eighteen candidates reported, innings in relief for the Hoyas.
not including sophomores Mike
So Sorry
Keesey and Bob Holder, who are
injured. The returning veterans
George Washington won the
include seniors Jim Brown, Jim shortened second game 3-2. Bud
Barry, and Jake Gibbons, and jun- Zimmer started for Georgetown
iors Frank Hollendonner, Neil Hes- and went three innings giving up
kin, Bob Ward, Steve Sullivan, one run and three hits. He was
Jim Lyddy and Pete Michell. Barry, followed by junior, Tom Sullivan
who surpassed the 1,000 point mark who pitched two innings and allast year in the American Univer- lowed two runs and three hits.
sity game, is expected to take care Georgetown scored one run in the
of the bulk of the scoring. He was third inning and one in the sixth.
one of the best foul shooters in the In the third inning, Zimmer doubled
country last year, and if his knee home Danny Bowes, who had
holds out, Barry can be expected to singled, for the first run. Tim
provide many thrilling moments.
Valentine knocked in John Vitols,
The only losses from last year's who had singled, stole second, and
team, which compiled a 13-10 went to third on a balk. Georgerecord, are guard John Prender- town, being the visiting team, was
gast, who graduated, and versatile allowed to get up in the sixth and
forward Owen Gillen, who left for not tying the score, the game
academic reasons. The schedule is ended with the Colonials sweeping
virtually the same with notable the double-header.
additions being NIT champions St.
Do Not Count
John's and neighboring Catholic
The Hoyas were hampered by
University.
the loss of Jake Gibbons and Jim
Among the teams which should Brown, to basketball, and the abprovide the toughest contests for
sence of Steve Piron. Although
the Hoyas will be Maryland, St.
the team's record is 0-5-1, it must
Joseph's and Boston College. Each be emphasized that these are only
of these games will be played away.
practice games affordiug Coach
They also have powerful teams reTommy Nolan an opportunity to
turning from last year. St. Joseph's
better
acquaint himself with his
in fact, will be probably ranked as
one of the top teams in the country. players before the important spring
season.
The competition at the Holiday
The Cheerful Spring
Festival will be the toughest the
Hoyas will face all season. Included
The spring season will not only
at this tournament will be Army, witness the return of Gibbons and
Villanova, Providence, III in 0 is, Brown, but also the first appearColorado State, and N.Y.U. A fine ances of sophomores Denny Cesar
showing by the Hoyas during this and the now injured Mike Keesey.
event should provoke some national So, things might be cheerful for
the Hoya Nine come March.
interest.
one of the most promising at the
Hilltop in the last fifteen years,
faces a twenty-two game schedule
including an invitation to the Holiday Festival at Madison Square
Garden over the Christmas Holidays.

HOYA ROADSTERS

The cagers of Thomas V. O'Keefe have taken to the hardwood
for another try at gaining a national reputation for a certain school
with athletic facilities worse than many high schools.
What the basketball season will bring we cannot say. We can say
however that the students while not forgiving everyone for last years
disappointments are at least privately hopeful.
The talent is there but like Coach O'Keefe we will keep all our
hopes and predictions deep in the confines of our hearts and refrain
from making any dangerous predictions.
Coach O'Keefe was right in closing the practices. Last year a
few students thought the practices were an open forum for them to
express their opinions and criticsm of the players. We should all save
our boo's and laughter for the opposition and hope that December 2
will be the unveiling of last year's dream.

The harriers will face a stiff con- -=================================;;;;
test on Wednesday on campus a- r
gainst Navy and Quantico. Quantico traditionally produces an excellent team. Georgetown will have
The Young Man
light workouts to prepare for Wedin the Know
nesday and then resume their
knows "Dacron".
strenuous schedule.
Looks great any place,
The heavy workouts including
any time in a wrinkleearly morning running and calisfighting poplin raincoat
thenics and then afternoon runof 65% Dacron* polyning are under the direction of
ester, 35% combed
Hoya coach and physical training
cotton. Tan, black,
teacher Steve Benedek. Once again
muted plaids at fine
the Hoya trackmen should be
stores everywhere.
rated high despite the loss of grad*Du Pont's registered
uated Joe Lynch and Ed Duchini.
trademark.
On Friday, the freshman runners
controlled their meet with Fort
Belvoir Prep; they took the first
Bette;··fhi·~·~s lor Better Living
six places. Bill Stevens won, fol• •• through Chemistry
lowed by Steve Stageberg, Steve
Hickey and Dennis Potts.
The entire team, who are only
in early season form, are optimistic
of repeating last season's victory
at the IC4A Meet.

C[(J POE!>

Cross-Country Fall 1965
Oct. 16 Penn State __ Away
Oct. 20 U.S. Naval
Academy ____ Home
Oct. 30 Delaware and
St. Joseph ___ Home
Nov.

6 Villanova ___ Away

Nov. 15 r.CAA's

New York
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WHICH WAY IS YOUR PERSONALITY WARPED?
Don't jump to any quick conclusions! Capitol" Records has thoughtfully
provided you a foolproof method for answering this question and two equally
burning issues:

Page Seventeen

Hoyas Lose to Morgan
I n Bleak Soccer Day

Is Our Society Going To Pot? and Are You Ready To Hear
,",;.

ART· BUCHWALD'

ART BUCHWALD?

SEX AND THE.
COLLEGR BOY..
:'~¥.":'.:, . "

Pictured here is the first and only record
made by nationally·syndicated columnist Art
Buchwald. You mayor may not know of this
fellow. No matter. Buchwald is either:
a) "The most comic American since Mark
Twain"
b) "Nothing more than
unadulterated rot"

a

writer of

Now with that in mind, you can see why we're afraid this album could fall into the wrong
hands. To prevent that possibility, we've designed the little quiz you are about to take.
DO NOT DIVULGE YOUR SCORE!

FALSE

TRUE
1) The Russians scramble every third word of Mr. Buchwald's column

to confuse the C.I.A.

2) The Louvre can be run in under six minutes.
3) Arthritis is unavailable in Palm Beach, Florida.

4) The best reason for contributing to charity is getting your picture
taken.
5) There is a drastic shortage of Communists in the U.S.

6) Every American city should have a resident Communist.
7) J. Edgar Hoover is a fictional character appearing in the Reader's
Digest.
8) The majority of college men believe in chastity.
9) College girls don't respect boys who "give in."
10) A Harvard boy wouldn't think of "going all the

way" with a girl;

besides, he wouldn't even know what it meant.
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SEX AND THE COLLEGE BOY
by ART BUCHWALD
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SURROUNDED . . . Hoya drives towards the goal.

by Paul Kennedy and Len Ruzicka
On Wednesday, October 13, the Varsity Soccer Team
traveled to Baltimore to encounter Morgan State. Despite
an early 2-0 lead, the Hoyas were unable to contend with
the opposition's second half surge. When the final whistle
was blown, the score read Morgan State 6, Georgetown 2.
On the opening play qf the game, co-captain Nik Kamil
dribbled the ball into the
Escandon Airplane clear and booted it into the
net to give the Hoyas a quick
Featured in Polo;
one goal edge. Two minutes
later, Kami! tallied again and
Cavaliers Triumph it looked like a runaway. The
Hoyas dominated play with Bavraby Jean-Pierre Lehmann
Many people have tried ing Wabeno putting on a briJIiant
exhibition of footwork. With a few
many different ways to get seconds left in the half, Morgan
to see the polo games free, State cut the lead to 2-1 on a corner
but few have succeeded. Taco kick.
Escandon, a member of the
Rat
polo club, proved last SaturLate in the third period, Morgan

day that there is a way to see a
game free. Actually it is very simpIe: rent a plane 'and fly overhead.
At about 2 :15 p.m. Taco Escandon
flew over the polo field in a little
red and white plane.
Taco did not see the game, because the game did not start until
about 3 :15. But nobody seemed
impatient and the game was worth
waiting for. Georgetown lost to the
University of Virginia, but the
team played much better than a
week ago; there was a great deal
more team-work and co-ordination.
Georgetown scored four goals-Bob
Reilly scored one and Rene Garcia
the other three-U. Va. scored six
goals.
After the game the club house
vibrated to the sound of the
"Georgetown New Breeds," and the
afternoon was danced away. At
night there were parties given by
Peter Carter, Benjamin Victorica
and Peter Sweetser which provided
an excellent ending to a beautiful
day.
Next Saturday Georgetown will
be playing against Harvard. We
hope that we will have as much
luck with the game, the weather,
and the spectators as we had last
Saturday.

Campus revolution!
Slacks that never
need ironing-never!
Galey and lord
permanent press fabrics
of polyester and cotton.
Stay neat-however washed!

Galey &LorJ
•• .

1407 Broadway, N.Y.IS. A DiVISion of Burlmgton Industries.

B~uilu~ln
~

HEAVEN

State began to develop momentum
and evened things up at 2-2. The
fourth period saw :Morgan State
completely over-whelm the Hoyas.
Sophomore halfback Mike Burke
joined Len Ruzicka and John McCabe on the injured list when he
pulled a leg muscle during the
third period.
Garbage Goal
After the Morgan State defeat,
the Hoyas set their sights on a
victory over neighboring A. U. In
the first half it seemed as though
the Hoyas would come out on top,
as the defense remained taut. Fine
defensive play was exhibited by
sophomore fullback Paul 'Wilson
along with Frank McDonald and
Paul Kennedy. Play was largely
restricted to midfield with an occasional attack by the Hoya's forward line. Hov,rever, no scores ...vere
recorded as two attempts by Nik
Kamil soared over the crossbar.
The second half continued in the
same manner as both defenses refused to give ground. Late in the
third period a "garbage goal" was
slipped by aggressive goalie, Dick
Gregory.
C'est La Vie
Georgeto'wn, now concentrating
on evening things up, found themsel .... es pushed back into their own
goal. After numerous sa.... es bv
Gregory, A.U. tallied again in th~
fourth period. The Hoyas were
unable to summon a successful offensi .... e attack. The final score was
2-0.
Next week the Hova booters
will face Catholic Univ~rsit ..... This
game will be played at C.V. The
Cardinals should prove worthy opposition for the Georgetown University. All students are invited to
attend what should prove to be a
rousing game.
The Freshman team under coach
Bert l\Iizo fared surprisingly well
against always tough Maryland.
Battling to a 1-1 tie late in the
fourth quarter, Maryland managed
to score the winning goal.
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Last Chance
Kingston Trio
IN CONCERT
Tickets Still on Sale

Walsh Lobby 10 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

New South 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

Stump 10 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

there s more
t()

tl~ousers

Now! New Chevelle

tllan a crease
CORBIN 'NATURAL
SHOULDER TROUSERS'<E
ENHANCE YOUR
APPEARANCE
The cut is our very own,
designed to fit all men
comfortably ... precisely
tailored to each size.
They rest securely on
your waist.
The stride is easy.
They are neatly narrow
in the leg.
The fabrics are carefully selected.
Colors and patterns
are styled with simplicity and good taste.
Own one.
They're the best.

From $20.00

TROUSERED BY

CORBIN

EST,\BJ.JStlED

1930

Georgetown University Shop
36th &

N Streets, N.W.

FEDERAL 7-8100

New Chevelle SS 396 Sport Coupewith clean-sculpted all-new Body by Fisher.

by Chevrolet
Two new Super Sport beauties
for '66-a hardtop and convertible
-propelled by nothing less than the
new Turbo-Jet 396 VB.'
This remarkably efficient power plant,
with aircraft-type valves, deep-breathing ports and other design advances,
develops 325 hp in the standard
version. And you're welcome to order
more-in a 360-hp version-if you're
so inclined.

Both Chevelle SS 396 models ride on
a special flat-cornering chassis. A fully
synchronized 3-speed transmission with
floor-mounted stick shift is standard. Or
you can order a 4-speed or Powerglide
-also Strato-bucket front seats, center
console and full SS instrumentation.
Your Chevrolet dealer's is the place to
see how all this feels from behind the
wheel. He's a great believer
in letting the customers
handle the merchandise.

See the new '66 Chevrolet, Chevelle,
Chevy lI, Corvair and Corvette at your dealer's

